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ELEMENT III PART I AND PART II REPORTS INTEGRATION
The Element III report contains Part I, Independent Air and Noise Program Review of
Concerning the June 1991 Uncontrolled Venting of the Puna Geothermal Ventures
KS-8 Geothermal Well, prepared by Robert L. Reynolds, Chairman Element III review
committee. Air Pollution Control Officer (APCO) and Noise Control Officer, Lake
County Air Quality Management District, Lakeport, California; and Part II of Element
III, State of Hawaii Geothermal Action Plan Micrometeorological Aerometric and
Health Effects Analysis, prepared by Wilson B. Goddard, Ph.D., Principal, Goddard &
Goddard Engineering - Environmental Studies, Lucerne, California. The Part I and
Part II reports are in full agreement as to the major findings and recommendations.
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GEOTHERMAL ACTION PLAN
ELEMENT ill PART !!
MICROMETEOROLOGICAL AEROMETRIC AND HEALTH EFFECTS ANALYSIS
CONTRIBUTION TO THE
INDEPENDENT AIR AND NOISE MONITORING PROGRAM REVIEW
CONCERNING THE JUNE 12, 13 AND 14,1991 UNCONTROLLED VENTING
OF THE PUNA GEOTHERMAL VENTURES KS8 GEOTHERMAL WELL
ES 1.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY Q..E FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
A micrometeorological aerometric analysis has been conducted on the uncontrolled
Puna Geothermal Ventures (PGV) injection well uncontrolled venting starting at
2319 hrs on June 12, 1991 and ending at 1200 hrs on June 14, 1991. The
purpose of this study is to provide independent verification of monitoring and spot
measurements of ambient concentrations of hydrogen sulfide (H2S) as well as
provide estimates of plume concentration and plume transport paths in areas where
documented health effects occurred.
ES 2.0 SUMMARY Q..E FINDINGS
o Independent estimates of hydrogen sulfide (H2S) ambient concentrations
were shown to be in substantial agreement with local monitoring station and
mobile spot measurements throughout the venting period.
o Local H2S concentrations were elevated above health significance levels and
correlated with health complaints.
o Regional H2S transport of the KS8 venting plume cloud was documented by
visual sighting, by regional and local wind assessments, and by the chronol-
ogy and position of health complaints beyond 10 miles (16 km).
o Estimates of the emissions of other air toxics and estimates of the impacts
are shown to be of significant health concern.
o The permittee is in apparent violation of permit requirements for H2S emis-
sion limits, for H2S air quality impacts, for exceeding noise limits in duration
and in magnitude, has not utilized the Best Available Control Technologies
and has not utilized equipment described in the Authority to Construct.
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It is recommended that PGV pay for any additional expense involved in implement-
ing the following measures;
1. Emissions limits for H2S be enforced by DOH personnel.
2. A Puna Air Monitoring Program IPAMP) be formed and managed by DOH
with participation by the developer, the local agencies, State agencies, local
concerned organizations and local concerned residents. An Operational
Management of Air Resources IOMAR) type system be established to link all
PAMP stations to a central computer to which an emergency response
system is linked. The central computer should archive monitoring data and
allow near real-time access to data for air management activities by the
developer, by responsible agencies and by local community groups.
3. Modify station positions and install additional meteorological monitoring
equipment and sites to further study the geothermal air pollution meteorolo-
gy of the location and zone of impact.
4. The PAMP committee manage local and regional air transport special studies.
5. The PAMP committee should quality assure monitoring data, document all
quality assurance procedures and publish sufficient volumes of the monitor-
ing documents and special studies so that developers, engineers and envi-
ronmental scientists have access to the documents.
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A micrometeorological aerometric analysis has been conducted on the Puna Geo-
thermal Ventures (PGV) injection well uncontrolled venting starting at 2319 hrs on
June 12, 1991 and ending at 1200 hrs on June 14,1991. The purpose of this
study is to provide independent verification of monitoring and spot measurements
of ambient concentrations of hydrogen sulfide (H2S) and other air toxics as well as
provide estimates of plume concentration and plume transport paths in areas where
documented health effects occurred.
The uncontrolled venting incident at the KS8 well released an estimated 200,000
Ib/hr (95,300 kg/hr) of steam and brine containing 180 Ib/hr (81.7 kg/hr) of H2S in
a complex plume cloud which was estimated to have emissions extending from
ground level to a height of 65 ft (19.8 mI. An estimate of the emissions of air
toxics is contained in Table 1-1. The estimates in Table 1-1 are based upon wells
KS-3 and KS-1 A recent well chemistry and on Table 4-4 of the March 1989 PGV
Authority to Construct.
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TABLE 1-1
ESTIMATED EMISSIONS OF AIR TOXICS
RELEASED DURING THE KS8 UNCONTROLLED VENTING
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Estimates based upon a steam flow rate of 210,000 Ib/hr using geochemical data
from KS-3, KS-1 A and Authority to Construct.
Component Emission~
Ib/hr kg/hr
Hydrogen sulfide
Lead
Nickel
Chromium
Manganese
Copper
Zinc
Arsenic
Mercury
Silicon Oxide
Total Dissolved Solids
180
13.6
1.80
1.44
2.36
0.326
0.384
0.008
0.001
30.0
700
81.7
6.16
0.817
0.654
1.07
0.148
0.174
0.004
0.0005
13.6
318
Note:
Estimated worst case 100% flash;
Table 4-4, page 4-10, March 1989 AtC
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The methodology of the micrometeorological aerometric analysis utilizes the
Micrometeorological Air Dispersion Assessment Methodology (MADAM) which
follows guidelines established by regulatory agencies for air quality impact analysis
(Appendix A).
Information characterizing the KS8 emissions and the initial plume rise were ob-
tained from Robert L. Reynolds' on-site assessment, the PGV emission estimates,
and from photographs and videos of the well emissions. Meteorological data from
the Southwest, Alvarez and Wade monitoring sites were used to estimate the initial
wind speed, wind direction, standard deviation of wind direction (sigma). air tem-
perature, relative humidity and precipitation.
The distribution of atmospheric pollutants from their sources to the receptor areas,
and their paths of travel and concentration, are dependent upon the wind flow
regime and upon the pollutants' vertical and horizontal dispersion. The dispersion
of atmospheric pollutants both vertically and horizontally is dependent upon the
state of atmospheric stability:
o unstable atmospheric conditions [temperature decreasing with height at a
rate greater than the adiabatic lapse rate of 5.4 °F/1 ,000 feet (1 °C/100
meters)) greatly enhance dispersion;
o stable atmospheric conditions [temperature decreasing with height at a rate
less than the adiabatic lapse rate) greatly diminish dispersion.
Unstable conditions prevail during the afternoon periods, while stable conditions
occur at night and in the early morning hours. Stable conditions aloft, called
temperature inversions, tend to cap upward dispersion of pollutants.
The estimation of air quality impacts follows procedures recommended by the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) (Goddard, 1986 and 1987). Errors are
estimated and presented as ± values which indicate that there is a 68% probability
that values will lie within these limits. Atmospheric Stability Classifications A
through F are used where A is extremely unstable, D is neutral and F is moderately
stable.
Hydrogen sulfide is considered the most critical air pollutant contained in the
geothermal resource emissions. Other gaseous and small particulate pollutants
discussed will disperse similarly and will be compared to the estimates made for
hydrogen sulfide (H2S). The air quality impact analysis estimates are compared tothe monitoring data from the Southeast, Southwest, Wade, Alvarez and Irvine
stations, and to spot measurements taken throughout the event period.
The uncertainty in each estimated plume isopleth concentration is proportional to
the concentration and will average 50%. This is the nature of turbulent transport.
Tables of estimated concentrations contain uncertainty estimates.
The health effects of the toxic pollutant emissions are discussed in Section 4 and
compared to referenced literature. The results of complaint surveys and the type
of health effect are discussed. Many groups and individuals assisted on circulating,
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collating and compiling the health survey information.
The hydrogen sulfide air quality impacts are discussed in terms of the U.S. Occupa-
tional Safety and Health Agency (OSHA) 10 ppm worker Permissible Exposure Limit
(PEL) (Threshold Limit Value). the 15 ppm Short Term Exposure Limit (SPEL) (10
minutes per 8 hour) and the 50 ppm Ceiling Limit. In the absence of a State of
Hawaii H2S Ambient Air Quality Standard (AAQS), the H2S OSHA standard of 10
ppm is divided by 4.2 (168 hour per week exposure /40 hour worker week) times
100 (accounts for documented adverse health effects at the PEL (TLVj OSHA
standard thus requiring additional protection for those which are more sensitive
such as children and older persons) = 420. This equates for H2S to 10 ppm / 420
= 24 ppb (34 ug/m3) suggested health safety limit for the general public.
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The H2S measurements made at the monitoring stations and spot measurements
made by personnel during the event were compared to air quality impact estimates.
Meteorological data from the Wade Station, the Southwest PGV station and the
Alvarez station were used in determining the local micrometeorological conditions.
Winds along the coast were obtained from the National Weather Service station at
the U.S. Coast Guard Reservation at Cape Kumukahi. The estimates of emissions
listed in Table 1-1 were used in the impact analysis.
3.1 METEOROLOGICAL CONDITIONS DURING THE EVENT
During the first hour of the event which started at 2319 hrs on June 12, 1991, the
winds were from the north-northwest, 330 deg at 6.25 mph (2.79 mps) at the SW
station (ending time of 0000 hrs). The wind speed remained fairly uniform with a
low of 4.73 mph (2.11 mps) at 0400 hrs on June 13,1991. Wind directions
remained out of the northwest sector until 1000 hrs when the trade wind influence
shifted the direction into the north-northeast sector.
The trade wind influence continued throughout the afternoon and evening with
increasing wind speed peaking at 13.4 mph (5.96 mps) at the hour ending at 1300
hrs. Evening winds decreased in speed with a return of north-northwest winds
briefly occurring at the hour ending at 2300 hrs. At that time at the SW station
the winds were from 350 deg at 5.49 mph (2.45 mps). Low wind speeds persist-
ed throughout the early morning hours of June 14, 1991 with a low of 3.88 mph
(1.79 mps) again from the north-northeast sector.
Data on coastal winds was obtained from the U.S. Coast Guard Reservation at
Cape Kumukahi, 6 miles (10 km) to the northeast of the event. Along the coast,
the winds were from the north-northwest during the first seven hours of the event
at 12 mph (10 knots). At 0700 hrs, the coastal winds became northerly increasing
to 16 mph (14 knots) through the day and decreasing at night to a minimum of 9
mph (8 knots) by midnight.
Ambient temperature at the beginning of the event was 66 deg F (19 deg C) and
the relative humidity was 88%. Dew or mist deposition occurred periodically at
0.25 mm (0.01 in) per hour. A drizzle occurred between 2200 hrs and 2300 hrs
on June 13,1991 which resulted in 2.57 mm (0.10 in) peaking between 0100 and
0200 hrs on June 14, 1991 at 11 mm (0.43 in) of precipitation. From 0200 hrs
onward, no further dew or drizzle was indicated in the monitoring records.
All stations were used in the local and regional transport analysis. The Wade,
Alvarez and SW stations' wind speed, wind direction and sigma were used. The
SW station was used for initial local plume dispersion assessments since it was the
closest station to the release site. The rolling and pocketed nature of the site and
the prominence and proximity of craters and volcanic cones result in wind flow
(orographic) differences between stations in both wind speed and direction.
Each local estimate of impact used the extremes in wind direction and sigma, and
is shown as a range on the impact figures. The standard deviation of the horizon-
tal wind direction (sigma) was used to estimate the outer bounds of plume move-
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ment. One half of the sigma was added to the outer boundaries of direction which
indicates a 68% probability that the plume centerline will be confined within these
boundaries.
Each station exhibited high sigma values which are attributed to the gustiness and
meandering nature of the wind flow. The high humidity and presence of dew and
drizzle are indicative of micrometeorological conditions at night that are slightly
stable, Pasquil Stability Class E. During the day the conditions were estimated to
be slightly unstable, Pasquil Stability Class C. Neutral conditions, Pasquil Stability
Class D, were estimated to occur in the morning and in the early evening.
The meteorological conditions during the event were not "worst case" poor air
dispersion. Using Figure 3-1, the frequency of annual nighttime wind directions,
the conditions would be expected to occur about 3 to 4% of the time. The highest
directional occurrence at night is winds from the west sector. During the daytime
hours, Figure 3-2 indicates that the conditions would occur 3% of the time except
for the period when the trade conditions prevailed which is the highest occurrence
event with a frequency of over 6%. Wind speeds could have been very low or
calm which would have increased proportionally the severity of the impacts.
3.2 LOCAL AIR QUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT
The results of the comparison for near-site air quality impacts are shown in Figures
3-3 through 3-16. The outer plume lines denote the plume transport direction plus
half the wind direction standard deviation (sigma). The outer plume lines indicate
where meanders of plume direction may stray at the 68% probability level. The
estimated isopleths of H2S concentration are shown on the figures for 500 ppbv,
100 ppbv, 50 ppbv and 25 ppbv. Each isopleth extends 1.0 mile (1.6 km) from
the source.
The square brackets, [25 ppbl for example, indicate a monitoring site or a mobile
measurement. The isopleth values are shown with the units below the number.
The isopleths are based upon hourly averages since this more nearly conforms to
ambient air quality standards. The estimated plume centerline concentrations are
indicated by arrows. The nature of turbulent air transport gives rise to plume
meanders and looping. The outer bounds of the estimated plume position indicate
where the plume may stray. Within the indicated delineated boundary, the iso-
pleths of concentration can and will move throughout the area with the upwind
source area fixed.
The relationship of estimated plume position and estimated plume ground level H2S
concentration are in agreement with the monitoring stations and the spot meas-
urements. The relative width of the plume out to the 25 ppbv isopleth is narrow
enough that it is usual that during emergency events many fixed or mobile monitor-
ing sites miss the event or underestimate the impacts.
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The first complete comparison of measured spot readings and station monitoring
began at 0100 hrs and is shown in Figure 3-3. From the 2319 hour event to 0200
hrs, no stationary monitoring site indicated an elevated reading. The out-of-plume
influence area is clearly shown by the number of bracketed [0 ppbl points. The
distance between the parts per million plume centerline and the outer isopleth value
of 25 ppb is spanned in a few hundred feet. The values, such as the [280 ppbJ.
[160 ppbl and [63 ppbl values, are all in agreement with the plume estimates. The
[63 ppbl value which is outside of the plume positions perimeter is within the
plume estimate if the plume centerline is moved to the outer estimated plume posi-
tion boundary limit. The homes of impacted families are shown in the figures as
squares.
The comparison between estimated and measured values of H2S are in substantial
agreement for the ending times of 0400 hrs and 0500 hrs. At 0600 hrs, PGV
increased venting horizontally at 254 deg. This is shown in Figure 3-6 as the line
from the KS8 well site that widens the plume boundary to the west-southwest an
estimated 1,200 ft. The effect of the horizontal venting is clearly indicated by the
widening width of the area of high measured H2S concentrations.
Wind speed and atmospheric stability change the shape of the estimated plume
concentrations. During daytime, as shown in Figure 3-8, dispersion lessens the
distance at which high concentrations occur when compared to nighttime condi-
tions such as Figure 3-4. At 1100 hours, as shown in Figure 3-8, the wind direc-
tion shifted the plume toward the Leilani Estates. The increased impact to the
Estate continued through Figures 3-9, 3-10 and 3-11. At 2300 hours, the winds
shifted the plume away from the Estates in a more southeasterly direction as
shown in Figure 3-12.
From 0200 hours on June 14, 1991, shown in Figure 3-13, and 0500 hours shown
in Figure 3-14, the transport is in a southeasterly direction. At 1200 hours, shown
in Figure 3-15, the plume transport again impacts the edge of the Leilani Estate.
3.2.2 Regional Impact Assessment
The saturated steam-and-brine plume was seen at a considerable distance many
miles away in part due to the saturated state of the atmosphere which did not
evaporate the plume aerosols. In cooperation with the Kapoho Community Associ-
ation and other concerned groups, health complaint reports were collected and
analyzed for their chronological and positional information.
Appendix B contains a breakdown of the communities with health complaint re-
ports, the number of complaints and reported symptoms, and a chronological and
positional complaint-related assessment of the plume transport. This information is
discussed further in Section 4 where the event impacts are related to referenced
health effect symptoms.
The compiled health complaint data, in terms of numbers of complaints, is shown
in the regional transport Figure 3-16. Four visual sightings are documented in the
complaint files and these position the plume cloud in the areas shown in the figure
by the bracketed word {Visual}. The plume was seen 2 miles (3 km) to northeast,
5 miles (8 km) to the southeast by fishermen who avoided penetrating the cloud by
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staying at sea, 4 miles (6 km) to the southwest when the plume cloud came ashore
with the on-shore up-slope morning winds, and 5 miles (8 km) to the northwest
where up-slope winds transported the plume cloud into Hawaiian Acres.
The plume transport estimates shown by the arrows on Figure 3-16 are based upon
the site meteorological data, the Cape Kumukahi shore meteorological data, and the
micrometeorology of local down-slope (katabatic) and up-slope (anabatic) winds
analysis. The plume cloud over the two day venting period moved toward the sea
during nighttime hours and then was transported inland during the morning hours.
Later in the day, the trades again transported the plume seaward. The circular
diurnal motion transported the noxious gases, aerosols and particulates over a
considerable area as shown in Figure 3- 16. The health complaints data chronologi-
cal and positional data support the transport path estimate shown in Figure 3-16
and as shown in the transport map in Appendix B.
Using the low wind speeds which occurred at 0200 and 0500 hours on June 14,
1991, a capping ground based temperature inversion at 328 ft (100 m) and the
3.88 mph (1.73 mps) measured wind speed, results in the estimated H2S air quali-
ty impact, above ambient, listed in Table 3-1.
The ramifications of the health related H2S effects of such exposures as listed in
Table 3-1 are discussed in Section 4. The values in Table 3-1 are hourly averages.
Three to ten minute peaks would be expected to be 1.6 times higher. For example,
at 10 miles the peak level, at a 68% confidence level (mean plus 1 standard devia-
tion) is (58.5 ppb + 23.4 ppb) x 1.6 = 131 ppb 1183 ug/m3) H2S concentration
above ambient. Impacts for other air toxics listed in Table 1-1, are directly propor-
tional to their respective emissions rates.
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TABLE 3-1
KS8 VENTING HIGHEST HOURLY AIR QUALITY IMPACT SUMMARY
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General Inversion Dispersion Estimate For Slightly Stable
Pasquil Class E, ground based capping temperature inversion at
328 ft (100m). wind speed 3.88 mph (1.73 mps) which occurred on
June 14, 1991 at 0200 hrs and 0500 hrs.
Receptor Down Wind
along transport path
miles kilometers
CONCENTRATION ABOVE AMBIENT
ug/m3 ± ppbv ±
1.0
2.0
3.0
4.0
5.0
6.0
7.0
8.0
9.0
10
Note:
1.6
3.2
4.8
6.5
8.1
9.7
11
13
15
16
734.9
289.5
201. 9
162.4
137.2
119.5
106.4
96.2
88.0
81.2
256.1
100.4
80.8
65.0
54.9
47.8
42.6
38.5
35.2
32.5
528.7
206.8
143.7
114.4
96.6
84.8
75.7
68.7
63.1
58.5
184.2
71.7
57.5
45.8
38.7
33.9
30.3
27.5
25.2
23.4
Conversion from ug/m3 corrected for temperature and elevation;
The ± uncertainty denotes a 68% probability confidence level;
Values estimated at the plume centerline at 5 ft (1.5 m) height.
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The environmental health effects of air pollutants are determined by the concentra-
tion to which the individual is exposed, individual susceptibility, the mixture of
compounds and the duration of exposure.
o Concentration. The health effects of various concentrations of air pollutants
are summarized in Tables 4-1 and 4-3. A more detailed discussion is given
in Goddard (1984).
o Individual Susceptibility. Different age groups within the general population
are more susceptible than others to the effects of the various emissions.
Those with enhanced sensitivity to hydrogen sulfide poisoning include
individuals with eye or respiratory tract problems, or anemia, those who
have consumed alcohol within 24 hours of exposure, those who have
psychiatric problems, infants, and those who have been previously exposed
to hydrogen sulfide (IlEa, 1974). The evidence of "enhanced sensitivity" is
not conclusive.
The level and frequency of odor which would annoy individuals varies, and it is
frequently not only the concentration level but also the change in concentration
which arouses public intolerance (Leonardos g,t 21., 1969). Layton g,t 21. (1981)
conclude that an ambient level of 0.03 ppm, hourly average, -- six times higher
than the median instantaneous threshold value -- would result in odor nuisance
problems, partly because elevated excursions (10 to 15 minutes) during an hour
could be particularly annoying.
o The mixture of pollutants. The environmental effects of air pollutants listed
in Table 4-1 are for individual pollutants. However, they may be synergistic
or antagonistic as well as independent (Kestin ~ 21., 1980).
o The effect of duration of exposure is related to the other three factors - the
concentration, the individual susceptibility and the mixture of pollutants.
The national and state air quality standards are established to reduce or prevent
these effects. These standards are based on epidemiological and toxicological
studies and assume the existence of threshold levels of concentration below which
there are no adverse effects on the general population. The difference between the
air quality standard and the threshold level may be defined as a "margin of safety".
The larger the margin of safety, the greater the fraction of the population protected
by the air quality standard (Case ~ 21., 1977).
Concentrations of hydrogen sulfide below the suggested value of 24 ppb discussed
in Section 2 may still constitute a "public nuisance" defined by various Civil Codes:
"one which affects, at the same time an entire community, or neighborhood
or a considerable number of persons, although the extent of the annoyance
or damage inflicted on individuals may be unequal".
The health effects of air pollutants often found in geothermal resources and devel-
opments are listed in Table 4-1. Occupational Health and Safety Administration·
(OSHA) health standards are given in Table 4-2 and are designed to protect the
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working population. The health effects of hydrogen sulfide are listed with refer-
ences in Table 4-3. The OSHA standards are for a work force and since this
excludes the most susceptible portion of the population, these standards when
applied to the general population are reduced. The California Department of Health
Services (CDHS) interprets Proposition 65 air-borne toxic trigger points concentra·
tions as being 1% to 0.1 % of the OSHA TLV values. This is to ensure protection
of sensitive individuals which include the young, old and infirm. Recent Air Toxics
legislation implementation has been interpreted by CDHS as using the OSHA values
divided by 420, as described previously, when applied to the general public
(CARB/CDHS 1990).
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TABLE 4-1
HEALTH EFFECTS OF AIR POLLUTANTS FROM GEOTHERMAL DEVELOPMENT
Ammonia (NH I. Odor threshold: 5.2 ppm (AmoDre ~.2h, 1983). Eye irritation: 5
ppm (NIOSH, ~ 974), 72 ppm (Industrial Bio-Test Labs, 1973). Inhalation irritation:
20 ppm (EPA, 1977). Nasal irritation: 32 ppm; chest irritation: 134 ppm (Industrial
Bio-Test Labs, 1973). Increased morbidity and mortality: 70-105 ppm (Bittersohl,
1971). Pulmonary edema: 1,700-4,500 mg/m3 . Low levels: no permanent adverse
health effects (EPA, 1977). Leaf damage in sensitive plants: 3-12 ppm for 4 hours
(Benedict ~.2h, 1955).
Ammonium Bisulfide (NH4 HSI. Penetrates the skin more rapidly than hydrogen
sulfide. Since it is an inherently unstable solid, it readily dissociates back to hydro-
gen sulfide and ammonia gases.
Ammonium Sulfate (NH4 IzS04 • Toxic to plants (Malloch ~.2h, 1979; Sharp,1976).
Arsenic (Asl. All forms of arsenic are toxic at various levels; some are potentially
carcinogenic (Lee and Fraumeni, 1969; Tseng ~.2h, 1968; Lander, 1975; NIOSH,
1975). Arsenic compounds are known to be corrosive to skin and are identified as
a carcinogen. Brief contact has no effect, but prolonged contact can cause skin
irritation, with mucous membranes the more sensitive to irritation (CAL/OSHA,
1983). Fluids containing arsenic levels of 5 mg/I (ppml are considered toxic by the
State of California (Department of Health Services, 1984). Odor threshold: 0.50
ppm (Amoore ~ .2h, 1983). The fatal dose is 70-180 mg/m3 •
Boron(BI. Data related to humans are limited. Several forms of boron are irritants
to skin and mucous membranes. Ingestion of 15-20 gm of borax caused acute
poisoning. Boron particulate fallout damages plants (Malloch ~.2h, 1979; Sharp,
1976). Exact levels are not given but, for comparison, irrigation water with 10-
100 ppm boron content is toxic to plants (Eaton, 1935).
Carbon Dioxide (COzl. 2% in air can stimulate human respiration. Not considered
hazardous when adequate oxygen present (Gennis, 1978). Odor threshold: 74,000
ppm (Amoore ~.2h, 1983).
Chlorides. Not expected to produce adverse health effects (OXY, 1981).
Ethane (CH.JCH31. A simple asphyxiant. No hazard known in well-ventilated envi-
ronments (liennlS, 1978). Odor threshold: 120,000 ppm (Amoore ~.2h, 1983).
Hydrogen (Hz). A simple asphyxiant. No hazard known in well-ventilated environ-
ments (Gennls, 1978).
Hydrogen Sulfide (HzS). Odor threshold: 0.0081 (Amoore ~.2h, 1983). Increased
neurasthenic effects (fatigue, dizziness, nausea) with long term exposure: above
0.1 ppm. Eye irritation threshold: 10 ppm. Inhalation irritation threshold: 50-100
ppm. Sense of smell stops: 150 ppm. Fatal: 700 ppm. Damage to sensitive
plants: more than 0.30 ppm (Thompson, 1976); 40 ppm for five hours (McCalian
~.2h, 1936).
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TABLE 4-1 (Continued)
HEALTH EFFECTS OF AIR POLLUTANTS FROM GEOTHERMAL DEVELOPMENT
Mercury (Hgi. The human lung absorbs 75-85% at concentrations of 50-350
mg/m3• almost completely at lower concentrations (Kudsk, 1966). Inhalation
produces many adverse effects. Mercury may also be absorbed through the skin or
by ingestion. Elimination is slow, resulting in long-term effects which are only
partially reversible. Children appear to be especially susceptible (Britt .et2L.. 1976).
Methylmercury (CH Hg +), the most toxic form. may cause growth deformities
(Walton .et 2L., 1978t. Inhalation of 100 pg/m3 can cause chronic mercury poison-
ing, of 1,200-8,500 pg/m 3 can cause acute poisoning. Occupational exposure to
10-30 pg/m 3 of elemental mercury may cause slight anemia, hypothyroidism and
increased excitability. Prolonged exposure may cause neurologic disorders (Walton
.et2L.. 1978). Mercury is toxic to plants at levels in the parts per billion range over
several days (Jacobson .et2L.. 1970). Over 10 ppm dry weight in plant tissue is
toxic.
Methane (CH4 1. Odorless. Not known to induce ill effects even at high concentra-tions in ambient air.
Nitrogen (Nzi. No known hazard from its increased presence in ambient air.
Radon-222 (zzzRnl. Adverse health effects. including lung cancer, may result from
inhalation of Radon-222 and its short-lived. alpha-particle emitting daughters (BEIR,
1972). There is at present no known level of exposure to radiation below which
no biological damage occurs (Kestin .et2L., 1980).
Sulfur Dioxide (SOzl. Annual concentrations of 0.05 ppm (130 pg/m 3 ) led to in-
creased frequency of respiratory illness. The threshold for increased chronic
bronchitis in adults and increased acute lower respiratory disease in children is 95-
200 pg/m3 (EPA, 1974; 1975). Hospital admissions with respiratory illness in-
creased when 24 hour sulfur dioxide concentrations were 0.12-0.19 ppm (Finklea,
1973). Odor threshold: 1.1 ppm (Amoore .et 2L., 1983). Irritation threshold: more
than 3 ppm (Case .et2L., 1977). 1-10 ppm (2,600-26,000 pg/m3 ) increased airway
resistance in humans and other animals. More than 400 ppm caused death. 0.3
ppm for 8 hours is toxic to plants (Gauch .et2L., 1954).
SUlfllJes. Tastelodor threshold: 700 pg/m 3 • Irritation Threshold: 350-2,000
pg/m. 10-3,000 pg/m 3 can cause illness (Case .et2L., 1977; Layton .et2L.. 1981).
Brief exposure to 700-5,000 pg/m3 sulfuric acid mist (H zS0 4) resulted in increased
airway resistance.
Suspended Particulate Matter. The health effects of suspended particulate matter
depend on the particle size and chemical composition. "No effects" threshold: 100
pg/m3 (Case .et2!.., 1977). Morbidity threshold: 300-375 pg/m 3 (DHEW, 19701.
Mortality threshold: 200-750 pg/m 3 • Particles larger than 0.5-2 pm diameter are
usually trapped in the upper respiratory system and cleared in a few minutes.
Smaller particles may remain in the body for months or years (Case .et 2L., 1977).
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TABLE 4-2
OSHA OCCUPATIONAL STANDARDS FOR AIRBORNE CONTAMINANTS
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SUBSTANCE PEL
(1)
ppm
EXCURSION EXCURSION CEILING MAXIMUM
LIMIT DURATION LIMIT CONCENTRATION
(2) (3) (4) (5)
mg/m3 ppm
AMMONIA
ARSENIC and
inorganic
arsenic compounds
ARSENIC, organic
compounds, as As
25 18
0.01
0.2
37.5 ppm
.03 mg/m3
0.6 mg/m3
ARSINE 0.05 0.2 0.15 ppm
BENZENE 10 30 25 8 hrs/
10 min
50 ppm
BORON OXIDE 10
BORATES
Anhydrous and
pentahydrate 1
decahydrate 5
CARBON DIOXIDE 5,000 9,000
ETHANE (limiting factor is available oxygen)
20 mg/m3
3 mg/m3
10 mg/m3
7,500 ppm
HYDROGEN SULFIDE 10 15 20 8 hrs/
10 min
50 ppm
MERCURY
alkyls as Hg 0.001 0.01
all forms except
alkyls as Hg vapor - 0.05
aryl and inorganic
compounds 0.1
0.04 mg/m3
0.1 mg/m3
0.2 mg/m3
DUST 10 (5 Respirable)
SULPHUR DIOXIDE 5 13 10 ppm
RADON-222{l)
SOURCE: Summarized
3,000 pCi/m3 (3.0 pCi/l)
100,000 pCi/m3 (100 pCi/l)
from OSHA Publication 5155
uncontrolled areas
controlled areas
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(1) PEL (Permissible Exposure Limit) - the maximum permitted 8-hour time
weighted average concentration of an airborne contaminant. The PEL
reflects the conditions and amounts of a substance to which most workers
can have a daily exposure during a 40 hour work week for a working lifetime
without suffering ill effects. The PEL may be established to protect against
illness, disease, irritation, narcosis, nuisance or other forms of stress.
PELs apply only to occupational settings and occupational exposures.
(2) Excursion Limit - the maximum concentration of an airborne contaminant to
which an employee may be exposed without regard to duration provided the
8-hour time weighted average concentration does not exceed the permissible
exposure limit.
(3) Excursion Duration - the maximum time period permitted for an exposure
above the excursion limit but not exceeding the ceiling limit.
(4) Ceiling Limit - The maximum concentration of an airborne contaminant to
which an employee may be exposed at any time.
(5) Maximum Concentration - where the ceiling limit is not specified, the
maximum concentration to prevent adverse health effects is calculated as in
5155 (c) (2) (B).
(6) In the absence of information to the contrary, the adverse health effects of
exposure to two or more toxic materials during the workday shall be
considered additive.
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HEALTH EFFECTS OF HYDROGEN SULFIDE ON HUMANS
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concentration Effects Reference
0.020 to 0.039 0.028 to 0.055
Harmful long term effects on adults and the
growth of young organisms especially infants.
Glebova c.b.
Loginova (1957)
0.070 0.098
Affects light sensitivity of the eye.
0.086
Increased
dizziness
0.12
incidence of mental
and blurred vision.
depression,
Tuan c.b.
Meyer (1978)
Schieler c.b.
IIEQ (1974)
0.32 0.45
Increased incidence of nausea, loss of sleep
shortness of breath and headaches following
chronic exposure.
0.71 to 7.1 1.0 to 10
Increased incidence of decreased corneal
reflex (convergence and divergence) after
chronic exposure.
7.1 to 50 10 to 70
Irritation of conjunctiva, fatigue, loss
of appetite and insomnia after chronic
exposure.
10 to 15 14 to 21
Conjunctival and corneal inflammation,
"threshold of irritation" according to
Gurinov.
50 to 107 70 to 150
Irritation to eyes, i.e., conjunctivitis
and keratitis with photophobia, after
several hours of exposure.
50 to 100 70 to 140
Sub-acute poisoning, mild conjunctivitis
and mild respiratory tract irritation
after one hour exposure.
100 140
Slight symptoms may appear after several
hours.
U.S. Public Health
(1964) c.b. IIEQ
(1974)
Rubin and Arieff
(1945), Lewey
(1938) c.b. IIEQ
(1974)
Barthelmy (1938)
Masure (1950),
Ahlborg (1952),
c.b. IIEQ (1974)
Butrin, Arkhangels'
kii c.b. Gurinov
(1952)
Deveze (1957),
Beasley (1963),
Nyman (1954),
c.b. IIEQ (1974)
Yant (1930) c.b.
Moyer (1978)
Fairhall (1957)
c.b. Moyer (1978)
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HEALTH EFFECTS OF HYDROGEN SULFIDE ON HUMANS
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Concentration Effects Reference
100 140
Paralyzes the olfactory nerve.
70 to 150 98 to 210
Slight symptoms after several hours
exposure.
107 to 210 150 TO 300
Slight systemic symptoms after many hours
of exposure; possible hemorrhage and death
within 48 hours.
150 210
Olfactory paralysis almost immediately.
160 225
Olfactory paralysis.
Poda (1966)
Henderson & Haggard
(1943) c.b. Moyer
Henderson & Haggard
(1943), Haggard
(1925), c.b. IIEQ
(1974)
Evans (1967) c.b.
DWR (1978)
IIEQ (1974)
200 to 300 280 to 420
Sub-acute poisoning, marked conjunctivitis
and respiratory tract irritation after one
hour exposure.
160 225
Irritation to respiratory tract and eyes
within 1 hour, becoming more severe with
longer exposure, i.e., conjunctivitis,
bronchitis and keratitis with photophobia.
170 to 300
Maximum
for one
238 to 420
concentration that can be inhaled
hour without serious consequences.
Nyman (1954),
Ahlborg (1952),
Mitchell and
Yant (1925), Carson
(1963) c.b. IIEQ
(1974), DWR (19
Henderson & Haggard
(1943) c.b. Moyer
(1978)
Yant(1930) c.b.
Moyer (1978)
210 to 360 300 to 500
Nervous system depression.
210 to 360 300 to 500
Slight systemic symptoms within 4 to 8 hours,
hemorrhage and death within 48 hours.
Ahlborg (1952) c.b.
IIEQ (1974)
Henderson & Haggard
(1943), Haggard
(1925), Mitchell
& Yant (1925) c.b.,
IIEQ (1974)
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Concentration
mg.Lm3
Effects Reference
210 to 360 300 to 500
Irritation to respiratory tract, eyes and
loss of smell within 30 minutes becoming
more severe with longer exposure; photophobia
and dypsnea (difficult breathing) within 4
hours, possible pUlmonary edema.
360 to 500 500 to 700
Slight systemic symptoms within 4 hours,
hemorrhage and death within 8 hours.
360 to 500 500 to 700
Irritation to respiratory tract and eyes
and loss of sense of smell within 30 minutes;
dypsnea, conjunctivitis and keratitis with
photophobia within 1 hour. Possible
pUlmonary edema.
Haggard (1925),
Breysse (1961),
Mitchell & Yant
(1925), c.b. IIEQ
(1974)
Henderson & Haggard
(1943), Mitchell &
Yant (1925) c.b.
IIEQ (1974)
Haggard (1925),
Breysse (1961),
Mitchell & Yant
(1925) c.b.,
IIEQ (1974)
600 840
Fatal after 30 minutes.
500 to 640 700 to 900
Slight systemic symptoms within 1 hour, i.e.
headache, dizziness; unconsciousness and
death within 4 to 8 hours.
500 to 640 700 to 900
Serious irritation to respiratory tract and
eyes within 30 minutes, i.e., coughing,
bronchitis, pharyngitis, dypsnea, possible
pUlmonary edema, photophobia, conjunctivitis
and keratitis.
400 to 700
Dangerous
exposure.
560 to 1,000
exposure after 30 to 60 minutes Henderson & Haggard
(1943) c.b., Moyer
(1978)
Henderson & Haggard
(1943) c.b.
Moyer (1978)
Henderson & Haggard
(1943), Mitchell
& Yant (1925) c.b.
IIEQ (1974)
Haggard (1925),
Breysse (1961),
Mitchell & Yant
(1925), IIEQ
(1974)
500 to 700 700 to 1,000
Sub-acute poisoning, dangerous in 30 minutes
to 1 hour.
Yant (1930) c.b.
Moyer (1978)
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Concentration Effects Reference
640 to 1,000 900 to 1,400
Systemic effects predominate over local
irritation effects. systemic symptoms within
30 minutes, collapse, asphyxia and death
within 1 hour.
710 to 1,500 1,000 to 2,100
Lethal to man.
700 to 1,000 1,000 to 1,400
Possible acute poisoning, rapid unconscious-
ness, death.
700 to 900 1,000 to 1,300
Rapidly produces unconsciousness, cessation
of respiration and death.
1,000 1,400
Rapidly fatal.
1,000 to 2,000 1,400 to 2,800
Acute poisoning, rapid unconsciousness,
death in a few minutes.
1,000 to 2,000 1,400 to 2,800
Systemic effects predominate over local
irritant effects. Immediate systemic
symptoms, i.e., stimulation of respiratory
(hypernea), followed by respiration inactivity
(apnea) collapse, asphyxia and death within
30 minutes.
2,000 to above 2,800 to above
Systemic effects predominate over local
irritant effects. Paralysis of respiratory
center; immediate death.
Henderson & Haggard
(1943), Mitchell
& Yant (1925),
Simpson & Simpson
(1971) c.b.
IIEQ (1974)
Gurinov (1952)
Yant (1930) c.b.
Moyer (1978)
Poda (1966)
Fairhall (1957)
c.b., Moyer (1978)
Yant (1930) c.b.
Moyer (1978)
Patty (1963) c.b.
Haggard (1925)
Haggard & Henderson
(1922) c.b. IIEQ
(1974)
Haggard (1925)
Yant (1930) c.b.
IIEQ (1974)
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Health complaints have been and are in the process of being collected by several
individuals, concerned citizen groups and by State and County Agencies. A compi-
lation of presently available health complaints has been provided through the work
of Mrs. Hedtke, Secretary of the Kapoho Community Association and through
cooperation with the Big Island Rain Forest Action Group, Colleen Mandals, and
many others. A summary of the results shown by area impacted in Figure 3-16 is
listed in Table 4-4 which includes the tabulation of 123 health complaints.
The compilation is included in Appendix B and lists 26 symptoms tabulated for 17
communities surrounding the PGV site. The odor of sulfur, eye irritations, and
trouble breathing were experienced by every community included in the survey. Of
the 123 respondents, 8 required medical care, 87 (70%) heard the venting noise of
which 85 found the noise irritating (69%). 97 smelled sulfur (79%). 74 (60%)
experienced eye irritation, 77 (63%) experienced throat irritation, 18 (15%) experi-
enced trouble breathing, 24 (20%) experienced coughing and wheezing, and 24
(20%) experienced nose irritation.
The referenced start of eye effects in Table 4-3 occurs at a level of 70 ppb H2S,
with dizziness and depression at 86 ppb, followed by nausea and loss of sleep at
320 ppb. The onset of conjunctival and corneal inflammation, which is the basis of
the OSHA 8 hour worker standard occurs at a referenced 10 ppm (10,000 ppb).
Exposed individuals and families within a one mile radius of the KS8 well venting
were estimated to have been impacted at H2S levels indicated in Figures 3-3
through Figures 3-15. Concentrations of H2S in the first mile (1.6 km) from the
venting site are estimated to have exceeded 500 ppb with centerline peaks above
2,000 ppb (2 ppm). The initial steam and brine cloud is estimated to have concen-
trations of 900 ppm. Emissions that were restricted by the drill rig decking or were
expansion cooled, are estimated to have produced periods where peaks could have
exceed 36 ppm at 528 ft (160 m) and 1.36 ppm at 1.0 mile (1.6 km).
Individuals down wind are estimated to have been exposed to concentrations,
above ambient, as listed in Table 3-1. Peak values, 3 to 10 minute average, at a
68 % confidence level are estimated at as far as 10 miles (16 km) to exceed 131
ppb with an hourly average concentration of 81.9 ppb at the plume centerline.
The health complaint symptoms that are compiled in Table 4-4 are referenced at
levels starting at 20 ppb in Table 4-3. Severe eye inflammation at 10 ppm are
estimated to occur for those individuals or families that were exposed to the plume
within 1,000 ft (348 m) of the KS8 well venting site.
A previous health study conducted in 1987 of residents in the Puna area, found
that chronic respiratory conditions including bronchitis/emphysema, asthma, hay-
fever, sinusitis and other respiratory system diseases rates were higher than re-
ported in Hawaii County or statewide in 1983 (Anderson, 1987). Individuals with
such respiratory illnesses are more sensitive to adverse health effects of gaseous
and particulate pollutants.
Other toxic constituents of the steam and brine cloud are listed in Table 1-1. The
Total Dissolved Solids estimated emissions listed in Table 1-1 are estimated to
result in high concentration impacts of aerosols and particulates in the steam and
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brine cloud. For instance the 13.6 Ib/hr of lead results in an estimated hourly
average exposure at 10 miles along the plume centerline of 8.59 ug/m3 above
ambient. While the exposure time was short for individuals and no long term
adverse health effects are foreseen, the high levels of gaseous air toxics concentra-
tions added to other heavy metals, aerosol, particulates and H2S are estimated to
have given rise to the reported adverse health complaints.
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Name Distance Direction Health Complaint
miles Numbers
Puu Honuaula 0.6 East 4
lanipuna 3 South 12
Pohoiki Bay Estates,
Leilani 1 Southwest 37
Opihikao Homesteads 1 Southwest 12
Puna Palisades 5 South 3
Kehena 4 South 4
Kalapana Seaview Estates 10 Southwest 9
Black Sands Subdivision 6 Southwest 8
Upper Kaimu Homesteads 7 Southwest 1
Kamaili Homesteads 4 South 4
Kaohe 5 South 3
Ainaloa, Orchidland 9 Northwest 2
Hawaii Acres 8 Northwest 2
Hawaiian Paradise Park 9 Northwest 4
Hawaiian Beaches, Hawaiian
Shores 5 Northwest 2
Pahoa, Nanawale 4 Northwest 9
Kapoho 4 Northeast 7
Total Health Complaints 123
Source:
Appendix B
Big Island Rain Forest Action Group
Colleen Mandals, Pahoa Natural Foods
Kapoho CommunitY Association
---------------------------------
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The following findings are in accord with those in the Element III Part I report. The
focus here is on the air quality and adverse health effects of the event.
The air quality impacts of the KS8 June 12, 13 and 14, 1991 blow-out resulted in
high emission levels of H2S and other air toxics from the project area. Individuals
and families near and surrounding the site for several miles experienced periods
where health complaints resulted from exposures to the released air toxics in the
form of gases, aerosols and particulates.
Local values of H2S, measured and estimated, have been shown to be in substan-
tial agreement within 1.0 mile (1.6 km) of the release site. The zone of high
impact was increased by PGV horizontal venting.
Regional estimated plume transport to 10 miles has been shown to compare to
regional coastal wind measurements, to land and sea based local wind generation,
to local plume cloud sightings, and to the observed chronology and position of
health complaints. Estimates of 10 mile impacts of H2S within the plume cloud
centerline are high enough to yield observed symptoms at concentrations as refer-
enced in the report.
A "worst case" impact event with the same emissions as the KS8 uncontrolled
venting where winds were near calm or at 1.0 mph (0.4 mps) would have in-
creased impacts an estimated 4 to 10 times. Under worst case conditions, the
distance to where health complaints were reported would be extended several fold.
It appears that the event was due to lack of preparedness and mismanagement of
techniques which could have prevented unabated H2S releases. It is our opinion
that the permittee has apparently violated air H2S emissions limits and H2S air
quality impact limits, as well as other ambient air quality standards for other air
toxics, as well as noise level limits and noise level control average criteria permit
requirements.
It appears the permittee has failed to use and/or manage the use of Best Available
Control Technology in abating the air emissions and the noise levels. It appears the
permittee has used equipment not described in the Authority to Construct which
may have added to the air emissions and noise levels during the event.
The DOH air quality and noise permit conditions were stringent enough, if they had
been followed by PGV, to protect the health and safety of the surrounding citizens.
Unfortunately, only a few foresaw the likelihood of such a high concentration of air
toxics emissions and such a prolonged venting period.
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The following recommendations are in accord with those in the Element III Part I
report. The focus here is on avoiding future emission exceeds and in documenting,
in the surrounding communities, possible future air quality impacts and adverse
health effects. It is recommended that PGV pay for any additional expense in-
volved in implementing the following measures:
1. Emissions limits for H2S be vigorously and rigidly enforced by DOH person-
nel.
o. Implement emissions limits with frequent field inspections by DOH
personnel on an unannounced basis to verify compliance.
o. Emission rate measuring procedures, equipment and a maintained
database should be implemented which quantify the emission rates
and log the emissions data.
o. Geochemical analysis of the resources should be verified frequently by
independent laboratory analysis.
o. New resources should be immediately geochemically analyzed at a
frequency at which minimal changes between samples is observed.
o. Developed resources should be geochemically analyzed on a quarterly
basis with more frequent analyses if a 10% change is observed
between analyses.
2. A Puna Air Monitoring Program IPAMP) be formed managed by DOH with
participation by the developer, the local agencies, State agencies, local
concerned organizations and local concerned citizens.
o The PAMP committee should be responsible for managing an inde-
pendent agency or contractor management of the air and noise moni-
toring program.
o Costs of the program should be borne by the developer.
o Monitoring sites should be unified under the PAMP program.
o Sites should establish a uniform Quality Assurance program to stand-
ards established by the USEPA.
o The committee should be responsible for Quality Assurance of all data
with reports unified under the PAMP program.
o The committee should establish routine third party station audits
which should be performed by qualified personnel.
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o Equipment operated in the PAMP program should be as uniform as
possible with uniform data logger formats, and report structures, and
should have data modem-accessible for Operational Management of
Air Resources (OMAR) type functions (see Appendix C).
o The committee should coordinate the availability of data through a
central computer system linked by telephone and/or telemetry so the
emergency response will be automatic 24 hours a day for each sta-
tion.
o The committee should coordinate with a limited number of external
users to the data archiving central OMAR type computer so that non
qualitY assured data is made available to the public.
o The committee should oversee the recommended equipment installa-
tion and, before further geothermal exploration occurs in the area,
conduct meteorological investigations of the proposed new explora-
tions area to clearly establish the "worst case" micrometeorological
relationship between the area's future geothermal emissions and local
and regional impacts.
3. Modify station positions and install additional meteorological monitoring
equipment and sites to further study the geothermal air pollution meteorolo-
gy of the location and zone of impact as shown in Figure 6-1. Each of the
station changes should be done sequentially starting with the present sta-
tions farthest from the PGV site.
A. PGV Site specific measurement stations - these stations and locations
are designed to define the micrometeorology, the conditions aloft, and
possibly record and give alarm on elevated H2S emission events near
PGV planned and upset venting sites.
o To better define the atmospheric stability and winds near the
surface and aloft near the PGV site, it is recommended that a
40 meter tower be installed at a convenient location near the
present Irvine station. The tower should be equipped with wind
speed, wind direction, temperature and humidity at 40 meters,
20 meters and at 10 meters so that atmospheric stability, and
the magnitude and gradient of temperature, wind speed and
humidity may be obtained. The tower should be equipped with
a data logger and linked through telephone or telemetry to the
central OMAR type computer.
o Discontinue meteorological monitoring at the SW station, since
the station is close to the Irvine station, while maintaining the
air quality monitoring. Equip the station with the ability to
measure H2S in the lower ppb range and with a second instru-
ment or auto ranging measure H2S in the mid to high ppm
range. Link the station into the central OMAR type computer
system by telemetry or telephone.
FIGURE 6-1 SUGGESTED PAMP AEROMETIC MONITORING STATIONS PLACEMENT
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B. Surrounding Community Aerometric Stations - these stations and
locations are designed to gain a more regional understanding of the
micrometeorological conditions and provide air quality surveillance and
emergency community warning.
o Relocate the Wade station within the interior of the Leilani
Estates. Equip the station with H2S monitoring in the ppb
range, and 10 meter wind speed, wind direction including
sigma, temperature, humidity and precipitation. Link the station
into the central OMAR type computer system by telemetry or
telephone.
o Relocate the Wood site within the Pahoa community. Equip the
station with H2S monitoring in the ppb range, and 10 meter
wind speed, wind direction including sigma, temperature,
humidity and precipitation. Link the station into the central
OMAR type computer system by telemetry or telephone.
o Relocate the Alvarez station within the Kaniahiku community.
Equip the station with H2S monitoring in the ppb range, and 10
meter wind speed, wind direction including sigma, temperature,
humidity and precipitation. Link the station into the central
OMAR type computer system by telemetry or telephone.
o Relocate the SE station within the Kehena Beach Subdivision
so that coastal conditions are more adequately monitored.
Equip the station with H2S monitoring in the ppb range, and 10
meter wind speed, wind direction including sigma, temperature,
humidity and precipitation. Link the station into the central
OMAR type computer system by telemetry or telephone.
o A uniform method of sampling precipitation at each PAMP sta-
tion should be initiated with regular chemical assessments of
the constituents including heavy metals until the background
conditions are well understood;
o The PAMP committee should oversee development of a uniform
monitoring program of known PGV geothermal air toxics which
through "worst case" dispersion analysis estimation surpass a
health significance level of 1: 100,000 in any populated area.
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4. PAMP manage local and regional air transport studies in future geothermal
explorations areas before initiation of geothermal development.
o A series of ·worst case" poor air dispersion meteorological condition
tracer studies should be initiated in new areas of geothermal explora-
tions. If the new area is a step-out from the PGV location, the study
should include releases at the PGV power plant site rock muffler,
simulating estimated steam plume rise, and at possible normal opera-
tions and upset conditions venting points in the well field. Multiple
tracer sampling sites should be situated in communities which may be
impacted in addition to mobile and aircraft grab sampling. The tem-
perature and wind structure aloft should be monitored during the
tests.
o Each tracer study should be paid for by the developer with adequate
funds for the PAMP committee to hire a qualified firm to conduct
the tests. The firm should statistically assess the frequency of ·worst
case· that the particular test represents.
o The PAMP committee should be responsible for quality assurance of
the tracer studies, documenting each test and findings and publishing
sufficient volumes of the test description and results so that the re-
sults will be available for developers, engineers and environmental
scientists.
5. The PAMP committee should quality assure monitoring data, document all
quality assurance procedures and publish sufficient volumes of the monitor-
ing documents that developers, engineers and environmental scientists have
access to the documents.
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~lCRo~r7£O~OLOG!CALA]~ DISPERSIO~ ASS[SS~[f:7 Mr:HODCLOG~ (~hDA~)
A GED'I'HERr.AL AI" OUALITY I~PA':': ASSEssr,tt~1 TOOLBOX
AVAILAELE AS Sh~~E~ARE
"i.1Eon E. Goco~rd, Ph.D., Crde-! Res@~rd Er.sinpE't"
18 ne
ChriEtine E. Godcaro, "".J.., et.a! r.foB(>arct', G+oSraphe!"
G2n~JRr ~ GOD~ARt E~GIKt£~IN[
r.c. [Ie); 109(" Upper :"!.b:, CJ. S5"e~
(7Co?) 27~-C::3E
7he ne~lr co~~lE'ted ~icromE'teorlogicel Air
Di~per6ior. J..~ef"!:smEnt P'lethodolol?Y (r.AD""")
yeilif 10 .. ; p!"c,ect \.I18f: funof'C by thE'
Ct.:l.l1orr.... e [;lE:rC\' Cor-ris!.ior. throucl-. the
Goeotherml.l Crer,t -progran, .nr:: weE rr.an~ged by
thE' Lake County Air Quality ....enal?ement
Pi6trict. 'The purpose of the "reject was
tc develop e vlE'rifiec ...ethoc501oSlY for
C?eo~herrr.al eir q\J~lity impact e~S!'Si!meT,t
for uee by regula tor-E.. incuetr)' end
i ntere!te~ 9:-ouP~. 'TOE' CIPVE lopec and
YEritiec tnethooology r~ciuce:. the tilfte end
effort norm~lly expended in ~eter~inin9
gectherm~J ~lr G~ality imp~c~~ throu~h U6e
of ,. Personal Cor.,puter bese~ prograyr,.
Jt,;"DI.~ IE. evc.ileble for interesteo users
cost free liE. ahere- ware ($(5 registers
uaer5 for ne\o1 verEion ennouneemenll)
Application, ueer end reference .anuala
en~ assistance ere available froll' GODDARD'
GODDARD ENGINE:EJ\.!NC. ~ersions are
.veileble for CP/Y., PC/~SDOC, Apple lIe
(with Appliee Engineering zeo board), end
~aeint06h PC eompcterE.
FRO;)ECT GOAL
:l'he prilrle.ry goel of the
r.ieroltleteoroJocical Air Dis~reion
.~sessment ~etho6olo9Y (~;"DAM) project was
t.o develop enCl docuJnel\l a verified
~ethocol09Y ~h.t could be'used by the Lake
Count)' Air QlJality Management District
,LeA.Or-D) ataf! to quickl)', accurlllel)' and
Jnexpensively estimate air eli.persion
pollutant concentrations oceurrin9 frore a
variet)· cf geotherrn"l ·e!tiBsion aources in
t.he 8'lounteinouE Geyae:rs known Ge-ot he t"JIIal
Itesource Are. (KGFi.A).
The ~evelope~ air ~i&per.ion assessment
~ethooolo9Y vas required ~o have Yerifie~
reliebilit)', ane be realistic anti
.ysterr,lItic in eVl);luetin9 eir quality
ilrlpacta frorr. nearby geotherme.l emission
BoureeE l~ithin. fe~ miles) under alllck
(10\01) winC! condition£ in ..ountainous
Betting& (complex t.errain).
~h~ ~@thodolo9Y \o1Il.S deve)opeo, testec .n~
verifie6 uEing over te~ y~ll.rf of excell~~t
anf extenfiv~ ~icro~e:eorc)o~icbl, eir
~u,:it~ Il.n= tracEr c~te CL~j~:tEC In th~
~ou~tll.inou8 Geysere KGh~ ane th~ Clear Lake
A.ir Basin.
~hlP MkDk~ project wll.~ eonouctee by CODDkRD
, CODOkRD £NCIN£ERI~C under th~ cirectio~
of the Lake County Air Ouelity hanagement
DiEtrict. Robert L. ~eynclosl Director enc
PrcJect Manager John Tho~pso~, ~ir Ou~lity
Encineer. A GuicSll.nce Committee "'ae
a~~~~~le~ to as~i!: ~it~ th~ proJect anc
to ensure the t thE Wlethocolog)' "'es
scientifically soun~ ano coule be usee in
prllctical applications. The Guioance
com~ittee vas compriaec of potential uaers
.n~ technical experts, namely: c.£. ~oo6s,
(Chainnan), Geysers GeotherrnGl Compan)':
r.elly eirkin.ha~, California £ner9Y
CommiBsion: Mike Cale, CEO Operlltor
Corporation (GRI): M.ark Dellinger,. Lake
County Geothe~el Coor~inator: Dr. Pa~l
C;~C i keen. La "'renee Li ve rlnor. La bore t o:-y :
~att Haber, Environmental Protection
Agen~y: Ron ~nieritt, Secr.~nto Municipal
Vtility District: Andy Ranzieri, California
Air Re&ouree~ ~oar~: Robert ReynolD~. Lake
County Air Quelity ~an.gement District,
Director: Steve Sharp. Sonoma County
Geotherm~l Coordinator: Ron SuesoS, Pacific
Ges end Electric Compen)': ~ichae:l
~olma&off, ~orthern Sonomc County ~ir
Pollution Control District. Director: end
Bob S",en, Meneocino County Air Pollution
Control District. tli rector replllced by
Robert ~allen, r,endocino Community College.
~he project wa~ approached by ~ivi~in9 the
work into five teska, each of which "'aa
o.fined with e statement cf hov it was to
be accomplished an6 an .pproxi~ate time
allocated. ~he work in eech t.a.k eno t.he
results obtained were ther. pre:aented as a
written report .n~ a~ an cral preaer.tation
with illustration. to the Cuioance
Comrr.it.U·e. tach ~.sk Poeport includec!
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~.~. C~tDhR: A~r C.E. CCDDkR~
JCCi:: ctv(rnf"'(:"~e: ~=~~,:~{-~, ~r.c~£~r\ c~,=
tr,t c:c)t:-rc:.) put-lie, J.r,::lucln;:
C rt,CoI.:ns thE- pErr:~:.ins p'oC'e~~ r::,f'
t;rE}V ~\ ~lJO~lnc re~;~ en~ eccuretf
a~ses~~£-ni cf e~r qUG~ity .1~~c:=t!::
o ~rot.C'tion of publie heeJth by alJo~ins
proll"~~' accurete eEeE'SS~f'nt c~ eir
~ ... cll~~· ir:-?cct, eEpf'C'l&~Jy 1r tr,C~E-
c.:St: ...·n(-!'E- 9t:-cthE:-rr.t.: ectl\·:t~· t",b~
~ro""l, into populate~ are .. .!:
.lr;.:~r-~~:c:icr. l!" f::r thf' I,;;.1f' :1(- I.:!:ln;:
ar, I,~;]let Lnglne£rlns ;6D boert. C':.her
t:1.0l,~, ir:-~lemer,ultlon!: for Ap~lE- 11E' (",·~U-,
~E:), I';aur.to!:.r.I r::D2;', ~~C::= anc (F'!"
f'f'T.s2r,i;} cor:-,pute,!' ~,(- cre evc.:le:.-}(-
t "'.,o'.:~r, G'2DDkRt ,G:JDDI..Rt' ["'Gl";LEF.n~.
that approprate UH'
~r, benE~:ts tc Etete
J~ l~ expf'C'tec
r.~~I..~ ~:11 res~J:
er;rc;::-i.:.·~~ c:ra.t~.~, "'o!lt:~n_, ffli!.p' er::::
rE:erences. 7n~ GUltianCE Co~~itt.f me~ber~
re~por:oec ".. itr. thflr CorrmentE end
6~~9~!:lOn! ~ne::-E wer~, tne::-~forf, :jv~
G~lti~~~~ Co~~~tte~ ~I~~ting~ e~t rlV~ ~es~
r.epC-ftE. 1-: thE- fo-..:rtl" GuidenCf- COf"1~ittf>e
ra·{ :.H;~, G:r::;,n,:- '" GC'::'kF.: rf'CJI\!:E:F.!,.;C;
pre6ef,tec tc thE LCJ.,';I~: en .Orr,~nl.!tretlVE-
VEr£lO~ c! ~J.,DJ.,~ lncluclng thE co~~uter
r:'"C':;:-er. ~(\'{:-c: \"!E~:';: ~L:goe!:ic;.~ \o'lfe
EreOt c.l tr,i~ t.lml aT,: lnccrpcrctec lnlo the
verE1C'r: J.C' c! ~J.,~~.;.
C'..;c::-tEc:-ly rer,::-u 6f'ECritin~ thE
prcJf'c: 'E Fro::res~ .nr: co;;ie! c~ EllC!", 0:
tht: t::'VE 'Ie 5'. hE-pc:-t!: enc thE ProJect final
kepoft were EUbr:,:..ttec to the California
£nergy CO~~lS~~On'$ ProJect ~a~eger, ~elly
!:::"Y.:'n~t,"~·. '!nf' r;rc .... ct corr.mf-neec ir,
Jc:.r,\';cry c~ ~~E( ar,c e fJ,r,t.: F..e~D:'"':. we~
eUo~lttec tc the C£: on ~~rct 2t, 19Ei.
II,:'RODU:':JOK
;;,. Source Plume Chl!recteri:z.etion - .2)
fector~ effeCtIn; plu~ r~.E are oescribec
as input perarneterE to the I'1kDAr. Coft,puter
pro;:rarr.. Inpct parameters include: exi t
.Uck heicht, aource steck ciemeter,
te~p~r~ture·cf the e~i.sion, coolin9 tower
~ial':1Eter and nlJr.:ber, ..cleclJ)a:- weight of
o fadlitete the pro".pt and inexpene:ive
perrr.itting of 8rr,all Eizt' (l~.~ It,el?e""ctt)
·orop ;lO pjeee~ geother~el electr.1c
power plantE: C ~or£ opti~el ~tili2&tl0n
e~ thf' evailBble e~r anc gecthErmal
resouree£ an6 avoidenCE c~ those w£-cther
coneitionE leecine ~c severE air oueJity
J~p~ct event~ - t~rou9~ geoihErma:
activities ~onagement:
tilM con5ur.:ing
teats en~
air queli:y
..od£lir,~.
qualit)· impact
aite selection
M~DAr, OSEF SU~MARY or~LI~t
OC!~1Nt or ~Ht YohDAr. MtTtiODOLOGY
avoioance of the neec for
and expenEive tracer
acpr.isticated numerical
ir..':t6ct
prompt and ti~ely eir
aEsessment in the
planning process: ane
C>
C>
~~DAr. i~ e eingle .o~rce, ~ultip)e receptor
air cispersion methooolo;y. Jf ~~ltiple
aource~ ere in\"olvec 5uch IE vhen I
CUMulative eir qu~li~y ~mp.et enalyEis im
conduetec, then r.~DAr. is appliec to eaeh
e~ission eouree enc the resultl! erE adde~
at tht· selected receptors. 'ThE 6ourc:e
.~issio~ mey be gaseoUE end/or p~r'ticulete
elt.en£ ti nc fro~ steam, cooline tower~ or
other sources. Particclete -Illetter in
.~issionE are .e5ume~ te be .m~ll enouch ao
that the)' hllve in!iignificer.t settling
'9tlocitie.&.
IICCOr.P:"lSHMENTS
"Iht- ~hr:.t.P": prcject has oev£lopec e
~er~on~l Co~puter-ba6ec ~ethooclo9Y for
rapid enc accurete a~se~~lfIer.t of
concentr£tion of elr pollvlants. et ten
selectee: locations (receptors), which ere
thE re~ ... l: c! e s;n;)£- er:iss.1cr, (pC'lJ.utior,)
Bource. YohD~~ was oev£lopec for use in all
terrein ~ettin9E ineJudino mountains,
v~lle)'~' I:ll\:::ls anc flat pieins. Plume
rise ia est~matee for various types of
e~is~ion .ource~ includins steam, cooling
to\JE':'l and other 9bseouE releas.s.
Atmospheric stebilities ranging from
~tremejy unstab1e throu9h extremely statle
ere .ej~ct.c for U5e ir, estitr.eting pl1.nne
r ;lse e ".t: air cispe n: ion concent.ra tions.
~h£ oe~=ription of the e~ission sourCE, the
weether cond~tion5, the ten receptors and
re!ipective ele-vationl: are entereod by the
user, end ~torec on computer e~sk fileE.
For another application these files .ay
then be retrieveo, the value!. for any of
tne se inpJ.:t variebles lJl~i:ieQ, and the
ne~ veri.ble values atored ~n6er a new
epplica':.ion narnf'. All alcorithms ere
e:JustEc ~ithin the computer ·FrDera~ for
their respective elevation, tettperature,
humidity anc "'inc epeeos. All air
c5isperEioTl concer:.tration estimetes ere
accompanied "'ith an encineerinc error
estimate which indicates their celculated
~!- uncertainty. Tne ~ethoocloSY is
restricteo to applications where the
emission aource iE near to the receptor5
(~ithin JO ~ilel!) unoer alack (less than 10
mph) ~inc epeeos.
~ne ~C~O~D etaff has been supplied ~ith
the 1''U..r.;'M versior. 1.0 cor.-,puter p!'"ogrem, and
Ule e( 'thooology '05 APr1 ication, USf'r and
Refere~ce Manuels. The eta~~ hal! been
trainee in a number of MkDA~ ep~licationl!
ane user 6upportef treinins aes~ions are
planne~ 10r the 1~ture. This
'DE
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emissions, eOUI"ce steam flow rate, noo-
ete~m flo~ rate, atmospheric pressure,
source elevation ana reference ~ind speed,
temperature and humidity.
2. Oeter~ine the Meteoroloaical Conditions
for the source--irea by rev Ie ..... ano 8ssemEly
of all mE'te~rolC'cical a~c climato)o:Jical
data, tracer and other dispersio~-reiated
studies available for the area.
1. through S. The first MADI.l': ~enu prompts
for a file of input paramenters. User
selections are shown in the following as ()
containing the first letter of the choice.
~I.DA~ OPE~ING ME~U
.. II .. "" " """"" " " ••• "" ••• "." •• " .
EN7ER CO~MA~D ()
(C)hanges CHhNGE NEEDED 'I'D I~PUl PARA~ETER
VALUES
<M>anual ENTfY OF I~PVT PA~A~ETER VALUES
WHE~ NO F1LE EX1S15
. """ ..•..•.•....
3. 'I"cpOQI"cr",ic Ar,alysi~ - tht: topogra;:;hy of
the area 15 SlU01EO and maps dra~n of all
significant features such as mountain peaks
and ridges, canyons, steepness of slopes
lind their compass orientation (a8pecl),
valleys, bluffs ane colE noted. A,])
pQl1utio~ e~issions scurce~ and receptors
of interest are identified on these maps.
(r>i)ena~e ~H[!; ~~ CHh~GE TO
FA~A~ETE~ VA~UE5 NEEDED
It\FU7
4. Flow Paths of Mesoscale and Local Winds,
per~n~tfi'€ area of In'tire~e~n
fror available data sources on the
topographic area map. Maps of estimated
wind regimes are drawn for each important
type such as night-early morning drainage
winds (katabatic) and daytime
~pslope/upvalley winds (anabatic). The
predominance of meteorological features
such as marine air intrusion, lake or ocean
shore breezes, or river basin local wind
developments are shown on these maps.
5. Trajectory Paths are estimated end drawn
_ ~n each wl.nd--reg!me lIlap of the area for
each emission eource. Distances are
measured and recorded from each emission
source along each estimated plume path to a
line at right angle to each receptor of
interest. At each receptor, the horizontal
distance from the receptor location to the
plume center line ie measured and recorded.
This approach constitutes the best estimate
of the most probable .e~r quality impact.
It is important to consider possible
conditions which lI\ay cause lI\ore severe air
quali ty impacts termed ·Worst Case·
.cenarioll. Theee include • caee for
~ountainous terrain plume impingement where
elevated pollutantll are lofted to the
ground. While plume impi ngement may occur
infrequently, the existence of elevated
temperature inversions constrained by
topographic featurea such aa valley sides,
bluffs or .ountain sides can force elevated
plumes to the ground. In the Woret Caee
Bcenario, it ie assumed that pollutants
could ~ove in near straight line distances
even though the neceasary wind patterns may
occur infrequently. Woret caee scenarios
are ~oet euitably presented in tabular form
with all assumptions clearly atated.
~. ~ £! the MADAM Computer Air Diae:rllion
Program can now-Di9in wlth the eelectlon of
the Input parameterll developed from iteme
~he MADAM program has 86 input parametere
which can be specified and stored in an
input disk file. Manual entry may be
selected by <H)anuel although it is often
easier to change II similar application
input file and then store it under a new
file name. If changes are necessary to a
file then select cC>hanges. The changes
may be atored under a new filename when the
user has completed the changes. Select
<F>ilename when no changea to the input
file ia necessary aince this then akips the
input change menus. If <C)hange or
<F>ilename are selected, the user is then
prompted for a filename.
. .
FILE NAME PROMPT
ENTER <FILENAME> AND RETURN
~he user must enter a valid file name which
1s on the specified disk drive. ~f
<C)hanges are epecified, the input file
will be ~isplayed in a aeries of acreens
that the user may alter. At the bottom of
each input parameter list, e prompt will
appear requesting the index number of the
parameter that the user wiehes to change.
PARAMETER INDEX CHANGE PROMPT
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
ENTER NUMBER - <1 THROUGH IB> FOR VALUE
CHANGE, OR <RETURN> FOR DONE
'1'0 change an input parameter value, the
ueer enters the Index Number and preases
<Return). 'J'he input parameter name and
present value appear6 at the ecreen bottom.
The ueer then enters the new value and
presses <Return). The new parameter value
then appears in the input paralleter
listing. The user continues to ~ste
changes until all of the desired changes
are made to that ecreen. When the user ie
ready to see the next Bcreen of input
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parameters, (Return> il!l
Index Number end the
disFlayed.
entered without an
next screen ie
S'.J~face,
SURFACE FtOUGHNESS COEffICIENT
Height ~ Roughne~s ft.
~Arh~ l~r~: PhFA~ETERS 1 1EROUGH Ie
I~FUT PARhr,ETER LIST 1 THROUGH 18
SOURCE AND METEOROLOGICAL CONDITIONS
Emi5~ion Source and Meteorology
9.3
<.5
5.4
4.2
0.3
0.72
0.2
G.O£
0.0001
0.0001
0.0001
16
11
9.6
3.0
2.0
0.<
MADAM INPUT PARAMETER
------
INDEX
(19) Receptor 1 Plume Path Distance, 0\1
Distance along plume path from the
emission eource to 0 line from
Receptor 1 no~al (at right ong1e) to
the plume path.
[ 20) Receptor 1 Elevetion, ft
Surface elevetion 8bove o.a level ot
Receptor 1.
INPUT PARAMETER LIST 19 THROUGH S8
RECEPTOR 1 THROUGH 10 DESCRIPTION
ForE'S t
OrchCl ro Trees
Large City
Corn rielc~
B~ush
Cereal Crops
GraE s
Rou9~' toieter
Smooth Ground
Smooth Kater
Pavement
[15J Reference Te~per~ture, f
Surface ai~ terp£r~turE at Eource and
along plume path.
[16J Capping Temperature Invereion Height,
t U 9 1
Height at which plume's upward
di5persion is trapped.
[17J Reference Relative Humidity, decimal
Surface rel~tive humidity at eou~ce
and along plume path.
[lBJ Height Of Meteorological Reference
Data, ft
Instrument height at which reference
conditions specified.
Receptor Description
The next 40 input parameters of MADAM
describe the position of each of the 10
eelected receptors in relation to their
respective distance 8long the plume path
from the emission eource, their respective
elevation, their respective horizontal
distance away from the plume ~th cen~er
line and their respective height at which
the pOliutant concentration Is to be
estimated.
INPUT PARAMETERS 19 THROUGH 58
MADA~ INPUT PARAMETER
--- ---
Source Stack Height, ft
Height at which emissions are released
by the source.
Source Stack Diameter, ft
Oiarnete~ of 50urce @mission release
point.
Source Stack Exit Temperatur@, F
Temperatu~e of eouree emissions.
Source Cooling Tower Diameter, ft
Diameter of cooling tower exhaust.
Source Number Cooling Tower CelIe
~umber of cooling tower exhaust fans.
Source Cooling Tower Exit Veloeity,fps
Cooling tower exhaust fen exit
velocity.
Source Moleeula~ Weight Exiting G~s, 9
Average molecular weight of eouree
emis5ions (Airc 29, Stearne 18).
Source Steam Flow Rate Exiting, lb/hr
Flow rate of ateam source emission.
Source Pollutant Emission Rate, lb/hr
Pollutant aourc~ ~mission flow rate
gas or particulates.
Other Source Flow Rate, efm
Source emissions flow rate other than
ateam or cooling towers.
Sea Level Atmospheric Pressure, InHg
Standard Sea Level c 29.9 inHg
Source Elevation, ft
Source 9~ound level elevation above
eea level.
Reference Wind Speed, ~ph
Surface wind speed at aource and 8long
plume path.
Surface Roughness Coefficient, ft
Typical values are selected from the
following:
(14)
(11)
(12)
(13)
[ 8)
[ 9)
(7)
[1)
(3)
[4)
(5)
(6)
(2)
(10)
INDEX
'The first 18 input pararne-terf: of ~J..~ht":
describe the emission source and the
meteorolo~ical conditicns occurin9 during
p]u~e tra~~port. ~~CA~ makes ~11 necess~ry
corrections for th~ altitude of the Sourc~
and meteorological conditions aloft. Each
input parameter is described in the
follo\Jing:
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ppbv
pollutant
example 24
[21) Receptor 1 Plume Horizontal Distance,
ft
Horizontal di~tance fro~ Receptor 1
normal (at right angle) to the plume
pa t h.
[22J Feceptor 1 Height AbOVE Ground Level,
ft
HEi9~t at~ve ground at F~ceptor 1
which pollutant concentration is to be
estimated.
[~3J t~rou9~ [5E] sirilar for Recertors 2
through lC'.
INPU7 PAhAME7ER LIS7 59 THROUGH 79
~ADA~ Air Disgersion Pollutant
Cc~centratl0n Iso~jeths
Pollutent concentration ieopleths data
are calculated by MADAM for the General and
for the Complex Terrain dispersion
applications. The user is required to
input the surface elevation along the plume
path and the height above the 9round .t
which the iaopleths are to be calculated.
~he user alao specifies the 10 desired
pollutant concentration iBopleth~ in hourly
averagE parts per billion (ppbv) at which
the horizontal di~tance from the plume
center line Is to be calculated.
INPUT PARAMETERS 59 THROUGH 79
PDLLUTANT CONCENTRATION ISOPLETHS
MAOAM~ PARAMETER
[59J Eleva tion At 0.25 Mile Along Plume
Pa th, ft
Surface elevation below plume path at
0.25 mi from the aource.
(60) Eleva tion At 0.50 Mil. Alon9 Plume
Path, ft
Surface eleva tion below plume path at
0.50 mi from the source.
(61) Elevation At l.ci "Hle Alon9 Plume
Path, ft
Surface elevation below plume path at
1.0 .. i from the source.
[62] Eleva tion At 1.5 Miles Along Plume
Path, ft
Surface eleva tion below plume path at
1.5 Ini from the source.
(63) Eleva tion At 2.0 Miles Along Plume
Pa th, it
Surface elevation below plu~e path at
2.0 mi from the aource.
(64) Eleva tion At 2.5 Miln Along Plume
Pe th, it
Surface elevation below plum. path at
2.5 .. i from the Bource.
(65) Eleva tion At 3.0 Mil.s Along Plume
Path, ft
Surface elevation below plum. path at
3.0 .. i from the aource.
[66) Elevation At 4.0 Miles Along Plume
Path, ft
Surface elevation belo~ plume path at
~.O mi from the source.
[fiJ Elevaticr. At 5.0 ~ile~ Alon? Flu~e
Path, ft
Surface elevation belo~ plume path at
5.C ~i fro; the E~~~ce.
[68J Elevation At 6.0 ~ile5 Along Plume
Pa t h, f t
SurfaCE El~vatic~ belo~ plu~~ path at
£.0 mi fro~ the 6ourc~.
[69) Isopleth Height Ab~ve Ground, ftagl
Height above the ground at which the
isopleth concentration estimate
is to be calculated.
[70J leopleth Conce~tration 1, ppbv
Lo~est value of d~5ireo polluta~t
concentration isopleth, for example 4
ppbv.
[71J Isopleth Concentration 2, ppbv
Th~ next desired pollutant
concentration isopleth, for
example 8 ppbv.
(72) Isopleth Concentration 3, ppbv
The next desired pollutant
concentration isopleth, for example 12
ppbv.
[73] Isopleth Concentration 4, ppbv
The next desired pollutant
concentration isopleth, for
example 16 ppbv.
[74) Isopleth Concentration 5, ppbv
The next desired pollutant
concentration isopleth, for example 20
_ppbv.
[75] Isopleth Concentration 6,
The next desired
concentration isopleth,
ppbv.
[76) Isopleth Concentration 7, ppbv
The next desired pollutan~
concentration isopleth, for example 28
ppbv.
[77J Isopleth Concentrotion e. ppbv
~he next desired pollutant
concentration isopleth, for example 32
ppbv.
(78) Isopleth Concentration 9, ppbv
The next desired pollutant
concentration isopleth, for example 36
ppbv.
[79] Isopleth Concentration 10, ppbv
Sighest value of desired pollutant
concentration isopleth, for example 40
ppbv.
INPUT PARAMETER LIST eo THROUGH el
MADAM valley and Bluff Applications
The Volley and Bluff MADAM applications are
used when the valley Dr bluff aidea impede
plume horizontal diapers ion. ~he Valley
width or the
",
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W.B. GODDARD AND C.B. GODDARD
INFC? F~RA~rTER5 eo ~~D Bl v~llry
hlD7n ~KL cLUff D]STh~C[
distance to the Bluff from the
line are input parameters
applications.
plume center
for these
VSER PROMPT FOR NEW OR OLD INPUT FILE NAME
Upon completing the ch~nge~ desired to the
f'lJ..DA~ input parameters, a menu .... ill appear
re~uestins a ne~ file na-e cr a~ optio~ for
the changes to be storeo i~ the original
file .
I"'D£>; MhDJ.."'. ~! PJ.RA~ET£R
[eoJ Dist~~ce ~crcss Valley I mi
Dl~ta~CE across the volley along ~hich
the plur.,e path follows.
Eel] Distance To cluff, ~i
Distance from plume path center line
to the Bluff.
1~FU7 Fh~J..~ET£f LIST Si Tn~OUGP. Sf
Estimation of £rrors
MAOA~ Dlsperslon Estlmates
All of the air dispersion Estimates made by
MADAM are accompanied by a ~/- value.
This value is e calculation of the 68\
probability, assuming random and normally
distributed errors, that the MADAM estimate
lies bet\o.'Een those +/- bounds. Percentage
uncertainties are user inputs for the
following dispersion variables:
INPUT PARA~ETERS 82 THROUGH 86
ASSIGNMENT OF PARA~ETER UNCERTAINTIES
••••••••••••••••••••• **** •• * ••••••• * ••
EI7HER ENTER NE~ cFILEKh~E> AKD PRESS
RET~Rr; FOF NE~ [I~Y FILE
OR ENTER cF>inished FOF PARAMETE~ DISK
FILE IN ORIGI~hL FILENAME
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
If the user desires to etore input
parameter change~ undE-r the original
file name then select cF>iniehed. For a
ne.... file name .nter the ne .... file name
then <RETURN>. The file name convention
allo.... s e letters followed by a 3 letter
prefix (for example, POWERPL1.IPT) If
the input file was .ntered manually, then
the prompt will only include a request
for a file name.
EMISSION SOURCE TYPE SELECTION
The user is asked to select ei ther
cS)team, cC)ooling Towers or cO)ther from
the 118t of Emission Sourc.s.
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Coefficient
estirr,ate of
the pollutant
~~ PARAMETER
AT~OSPHERIC STABILITY SELECTION
PLU~E RISE CALCULATIONS
SELECT DESIRED CAS~.
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
The user 1a requested to choose the
Paaquil Atmospheric Stability Class A
through G. ~he atmospheric stability
classes are described by typical examples
of temperatur. profiles aloft and typical
horizontal wind direction standard
deviation, Sigma. A typical day will
begin with stable conditions In the early
morning followed by neutral in mid
eorning then unstable through late
afternoon. Neutral will again occur in
the early evening with increasing ~ore
stabile conditione throughout the night.
IJ'he r.lationship between weather
conditions and stability classification
are described in the following:
SELECT TYPE OF EMISSION SOURCE
ENTER COMMAND
<S>team, <C)ooling Tover, <O)ther Source
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
RateEmissionSource Pollutant
Uncertainty, decimal
Percentage error
uncertainty In
emission rate.
Wind Speed Uncertainty, decimal
Percentage error estimate of the
uncertainty in the reference wind
speed. I ,
Horizontal Dispersion
Uncertainty, decimal
Percentage error estimate of the
uncertainty in the horizontal
dispersion coefficient Sigma Y.
Vertical Dispersion Coefficient
Uncertainty, decimal
Percentage error estimate of the
uncertainty in the vertical
dispersion coefficient Sigma Z.
Plume Riae Height Uncertainty, decimal
Percentage error estimate of the
uncertainty in the plume riee
height estimate.
[86)
[85)
[82)
[84)
[83J
112
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RELATIONSHIP or ATMOSPHERIC S!~EILITY CLASSES TO WEATHEf CONu]T]O~S
CLA:-5 CU,SS
A - Extr@~ely Un!t~ble C0ndition!
!: - 1".:::"re:l.Y L".!::'c.:")~ Ccn-:::':..iu,~
C - Sllghtly Unstable Conaiticn5
D - ~~~tra) Cenditions -
r. - ~.l~r,·,,!y S·.c.:"~£ Ccr,:':·.lC:"l~
F - Mocerately Stable Concitions
( _ £1tremely St~t}e Conditions
Surface "'ina Daytime Sunlight Night time Conditions
~ 1'!'1r r. Stronc Moderate ~licht Cloud Cover··--_. r;--;-~ Clea r>=
< ~.5 > •. -E E E F G
~.5 >-E E C E F G
9.0 B B-C C D E F
13 C C-D D D D E
• 13 C D D D D D
• Applicable to heavy overcast and ~arine intru~ion, day or night
•• Cloudine5e is defined ae that fraction of the sky above the
local horizon Which is covered by clouds.
The .election is ~ade by the user of a stability cl~es <A) through <G)
fro~ the follo~ing menu:
ATMOSPHERIC STABILITY CL>SSIFICATION
SELECT DESIRED CL>SS
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
ENTER COMMAND - Select Atll'lospheric Stability Classification
Atmospheric Stebili ty Typicel 'tempera ture Cradient Wind SigN
Clasa C I 100 Il F I 1000 f t Degrees
- . cA. Extremely Unstable e
-
1.9 e
-
17.5 25
eB. Moderately Unstable 1.9 to e_ 1.7 10.4 to e_ 9.3 20
eC. Sli9htly Unsteble 1.7 to <- 1.5 9.3 to e_ S.2 15
cD. ~elJtrel 1.5 to <- 0.5
-
B.2 to <- 2.7 10
eE' Sli9htly Steble 0.5 to < 1.5
-
2.7 to < e.2 5
eF. "oderately Stable 1.5 to ( 4.0 B.2 to ( 22 2.5
eG> Extremely Stable • E 4.0 • • 22 ( 2.5
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
• •
~ADAM REPORT SELECTIONS
MADAM Output Reporting Selection Menu
~he cS)creen eelection refers to reporting
resYlte on the eomputer coneole only vith
no recorded recor~. ~he cP)rinter
aelection allow6 e har~ copy to be printed
immediately. The cT)ext File option vrites
reeul ta t.o en ASCII ~iek file for 1. ter
printing or vor~ processing. 7he ~ext file
option 1. followed by a prompt reQyeeting a
file ftalDe. !'he Printer and Text fil ..
optione report all r ..sult. eleo to the
computer coneole. ".he Print .. r .nd 'text
~ile option. both record the MADAM input
p.r.... t .. r. as veIl .8 the ~ADAM reBults.
After ~he ~.er _electa th~ desired ~ode of
reporting, MAPA~ viII proceed with the
report.
MADA~ REPORTING "ODE SELECTIO~ "ENU
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
SELECT DESIRED MODE FOR MADA~ OOTPUT
ENTER COMMAND - OUTPUT ~O <S)creen,
<P)rinter, cT)ext File
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
RADAM PLUME RISE REPORT
~he plume yiee report liste the type ~f
• ..,iesion aource .nd the .tability
condition. ~he buoyancy plume riae 1.
listed above ground level. Additional
plume riae occure due to the heat of
conden.~tion from ~oieture and ie liete~ a.
• percent. The jet effect of the relee.e~
113
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~.~. GODD~~D AND C.B. GODD~R~
~VE~AGl~G !l~t VERSUS M~DA~ ESTl~hTESe~ission source is liEtec as the momentum
p1ume risE. The concition5 aloft which are
cglc~late: frorr th~ Eurface referencE
concition~ are liEtec e~ the averag~ wind
~pep~ and terpErature aloft. TrIP referenc~
~;r.~ e;(l~ gr,j ~f~;·~r~turf ar€ a~~~ 11~tf~.
AYERAG!NG 71 .... [ 1'::"L':"Jr:.Y ~".rh~
ES11"H£ H
loG
M~DA~ CASE SE~ECTIO~ C. E2
MADA~ POLLU~IOK CON:ENT~Arl0~ E!TII':ATES
ISOPLETHS
From the isopleth report of the tf"
locations along the plume path, t.he user
can plot the distance normal to the plume
path center line out to each desired
concentration isopleth. Interconnection of
t.hese points for each of the selected
hourly above ambient concentrations
produce~ en isopleth for each desired
concentration.
Each of ten locations are reported from
which ieopleths of the ee1e:ted hourly ppbv
concentrations may be plotted. Eac~ of the
10 locations, 0.25, 0.50, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0,
2.5, 3.0, 4.0, 5.0 arnd £.0 If,i, ar~
reported separately. The isopleth report
liste the height at which estimates were
calculated as 32.8 ft (lO m) above the
aurface. The plume center line hourly
concentration, ebove ambient, at this
height is listed in ppbv. ~he horizontal
~istance normal to the plume 'centerline
cut to the desired isopleth is listed fer
ten user selected intervalE Euch as fro~ 4
to ~C ppbv.
of <G)enera 1 or
isofleth5 of
for prosra- ~nd.
c. S)
C.3E
C.61
Hourly averages reported by ~ADAI':
bee~ obtained by m~ltiplyin; by C.El.
1.0 HOLH~
Note:
havE'
The us~r has the choice
(C)o~~lex Terrain
concentration, or <}-;)O
MhDA~ REPORT LENGTH
The user may select from the MADAM
reporting selection menu an <A)bstract
Summdry Dr cF>ull report on each of the 10
receptor locations.
~hDAM <F>ull reporting output list~ the
Receptor distance along the plume transport
- ""Pa th end the pollutant concentration above
ambient in ug/m--3 which is then converted,
using the Receptors ell'vation and
temperature, to ppbv. Hourly conversions
are listeo where the MADAM fe~ minute
average is mUltiplied by 0.61 to
convert to en hourly average. The
remaining details of the e~timate include
the receptor elevation, the inversion
height, the cHstance' 'trolt. the receptor
along a normal line to thE' plume path, the
height at which the pollutant concentration
was calculated, the IItack level wind e~ed
and the Gaussian cispersion coefficients
Sigma Y and Sigma 2.
Selectior. of the desired M~D~~ application
caSE depe~d~ upo~ the top~9rap~ical terrain
f€atwre~. ~nf cG>enecel ca5f i~ inten6ec
for gently rclli~; anc flat topo9raph)' or
for Cbses ~here the plume tollo~~ the
terrain feature5. The <C>omplex Terrain
case is intended for mounteinou! terrain
where p]u~e impingement mar occur. The
eV>alley case 15 lnten6ec for 61luations
W~lere the vall~y ~ides impede plume
di~persion. The cB)luff case i:5 intended
for case~ where a bluff impedes plume
dispersion. The (r)urr.ig~tion case is
intended for Eituations where pollutants
disperse into stable air and then are later
~i~ed to the surface receptors.
An cA>bstracted hourly summary reporting is
available to the user who does not want ell
of the information contained in full
reporting.
If longer averaging time~ are dl'sired, the
concentration estimates ot MhD~ Dey be
multiplied by the following:
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CDNCLUSION
~his concludes the condensed summary of
MADA~ features. \lie encourage ell
interested parties to obtain a copy end use
the ~ethodol09Y to e8siet the~ in their
air quality impact essessment needs.
All those interested in • training .eminar
on ~ADAM which will be con~ucted late
summer or early fall are encouraged to
eon tact GDDDARD £ GODDARD ENGINEERING.
~e appreciate the
~illi.~ R. ~nuth,
MhDA~ project.
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ACXMO.LIOGI~JMTI
B1. Ialand aainto'e.t A~tlon Group ;;. Printed and di.trlbutad
, ~rYeya in t~ oo~unitia. att.gted and
ooll.otad ooa~l.ted rD~aa
Collaen Mandala Pahga latur.l rJDda -- oiroulatad a h.alth
.~rY.y ooapll.d by a m.d1eal doctor and
DDllaotad raapDba•• froa .r.a raaid.~ta
lapoho Ccaaunitr _acoolation .,_ m.ppad locationa of atte~t.d
. r.aident. tre_haalth aQfvey.
,lottad ,Daaibl. wind flow
oollatad health a~rvay. into atatiatical
data tor aach .ubdivi.ion or ar.a
impaot.d
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I£AI..TH BJRVE:V 8UHI1ARV "ROM II IRAG AND FAHOA EI'IPDRI~ OUr::GTlONAAIRl:5 FOR
Ite-B BLowtJJT DI= .JUNE: 12, 1".,1.
COpt NQ. iYSpXyJ§lpN NAME NO,OF FOFjHi
~ t"\llJ HOnlJalJJa 4
2 L.a"'lp"n. 12
:5 ~anoikl lay E.tat•• , L..llanL 37
4 Op1hLkaa Mo~•• t.ad. 12
II '".."'. PaIL.ad •• :5, It.h.na 4
7 K.l.p.",. S.avl•• Estat••
"a Ilack Sand. IlJbdLvL.Lo", II
• Upp.r k.L",u Ho~e.t.ad. 110 IC.",alIL Mam•• tead. 4
11 k.a". :s
12 Alnalo•• O~chl~l.nd 2
13 M....Ll.n lIIcr•• 2
14 MawaLl.n ~a~.dt•• ".~k 4
a H•••Ll.n •••ch•• , H.... ll.'" Ilhc~•• 2
16 'ahca, N.n..... l. ,
17 lC.poho 7
1 2 :I
'"
II
"
.,
• '9 10 11 L2 13 14 all l' 17
'Ollcr gf IIlJlfur 4 11 29 11 2 "I , B 1 "I 2 1 ;) 1 to 4
~g5. of 8m.l1/T.ste 2 :5 1
£Y· Irrit.Uon II 10 ZlII • 1I .. 1 1 ;, 1 4 :I 4 2NOI. I~~lt:.t.lon 1 4
"
1 1 1 :2 2 1 2
Throat 1....1t.tlcn , 10 1., ., 1 :s ., 2 "I :s 1 1 4 2 4 :s
T~aubI. B.... thln; :s I 11 • Z II 2 Z 2 1 :2 :5 :2Ceuahlng Wh•••ln; :2 II U 1 1 1 2 1
Hypere~c1tabl11ty 2 1 :I 1
1"._",1.1 1 • • 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 2T~oubl. Il ••pJ";
Headach••
"
• 27 10 :I :2 .. "I :5 :I 1 :2 4 1 II
'"E.r-.c. ..... 2 1
'"
1 1 1 1 :I
DhU"••• II 6 14 :I 1 4 1 1 2 4
'"Lo&. of eat.nc.1 1 II 1It.;g.r1n; 1
W..akl'le •• 1 :I I 1 1 1 1
R.sh/lki" l~~lhthn II 2 5 a 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
H.l,. loo•• I
Jolnt or ''I"ull::le P.ln :I II 1 1 1 1
NalJ••• a
'"
., 1 1 1 1 :2 :2 2
Upset ato",.c:h 1 II • :l 1 2 :l 2 1 1 1 1 I\/C.,IUng 1 :2 :s 1 1 1 1
Dl.r"he. a 6 1 1 1
Lo•• of Appetit. 1 2 II 1 1 1 1
W.Jght Loss 1 :I 1 1
Low 8100d ~r.s.u~.
lIlnd.ty :I • 13 a 1 :I 1 1 1 2PAnic AttAck. 2 1 7- :I :I 1 1
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1 2 3 .. => 6 7 e q 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
LE-t.I'1,arQy/No I:..n~rgyl 1 3 e 1 1 1 1 2 1
51uOgi5h
H.~rt Palpitatio",s 1 1 2 1
Ch.... t P.ins 1 1 6 1 1
Shortnps5 of Breath 1 1 7 1 1 1 I 1
S.iZ\"lr~s 1
CouQtiinQ up Blooa 1
Blood i'" Urine/Stool 1 1 1
Sulfu,. Odo.- in Urinw
IStoQl 1 1
trr.,gular M.. ", .. is 1 1 3 1F.v.,.. I 1 1
Mucou. 1 2
Medical Care I 3 :5 1 1 1 1
Hea.-d venting nci~e .. B 20 12 2 :5 8 6 1
"
:2 2 1 :2 1 B :5
NQi .... i .. ,.itating 4 8 20 11 :2 2 e 6 1 4 2 2 1 2 1 7 :2
Iolat .. ,. c.tchment
"
20 12 2
"
e 6 1
"
2 :2 1 2 3
"F.IIQut on ..oof :2 :5 6 2 1 1 2 1 1 .. 1
C• .- d.mag.. 2 1 1 1
Animal .. /Plant. 4 .. 6 2 1
OTHER COMMENTS.
Nightma ....s (Dpihik.o, NAne.el ..
G..ay ..pot~ On clothing in L.il.ni on 6/13 12.30 pm
Two weeks of illness f ..o~ d ..iving by plant t.ice in on. day.
One child h.d f .. v.. ,. .nd numb .. ight .id. (leg & a ..m). Noh.. a St.
Iolhen.. v.. " husband sm.. lls sulfur he vomits. Was wo....e with HGPA le.ks.
F..el weak a lot. Mohala St.
Dead bi ..d, dying butte .. fli" .. (Nanawale
Bi,.d .. left. Dpihikao
No officialS able to tell .bout effect on wate.- catchm..nt. Cam.. hom.. on
6/16. Hookupu St •.
Av,,"age BO dba fo.- 30 hou,.•• Pohoiki Bay Estete.
Dogs howling all night. Noh"a St.
1 can'~ beliRv~ th.t Puna 1~ in America. Lel1.ni Av••
Chick ..n .. stagg"ring. Puu Honuaul.
Eye Inf.ct1ans, .~tr.m. f •• ,../.ct1nQ cr.~y. Animal. vomiting .nd Ac~lng
w.ird. Puu Honuaul.
Vomit, di~""h~•• black fpc.~, .y.s shut tight .1th MUcuOUS. ~uppy·.
stool bloody and projectile, died by and of day. Du.. ing abated ven~
felt sluggish. drifti~v off, not conce',lratingl mouth f.el. strange,
ta.t. is gona, gat light throaty cough, .to~ach f.el. floaty (mayb~
vQmit, maybw notl, caustic aoda smell can give a h~adach. ln
minut.... Hinalo St.
Swollen and sor. gland. in throat and arm pit. ~ y~a .. old child. Hin.l0
D"pre~~ion, c .. ying over 24 hou.... Dogs l~th.rgic, not eating. Stl11
have e feeling o~ f .... and no p.ace ln ou" own homp. Hinalo St
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OPERATIONAL MANAGEMENT OF AIR RESOURCES
(OMAR)
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AlE QUALITY CO~FL!A!;:[ lY.FF,OVE~EHTS 'TEF.DLTGE
OFEF..J.'Tl0J;A:' !"J.l;J..GE.~t~7 Of AIF. f;.ESOUf,CE5 (Ot-'.J"F, I
"'ilse:. fl. Gocoarc, Ph.D. (1) ar,d Cf.ost:lnE: b. GOciC.';'TC. Y-.J... (~;
11l Ctief F£'Sf~rct E~~~~ffr e~~ F:~~ci~i:
(;'J l:-.v;.rcT.ftr.tc.j. f:"c:.T.E:r ar,c rrH.dpal, bott. cf
Coccaro , G~djard EnQlueeri~~ - [~viro~~E~tal ~t~Clf5 -
(c7(' Frc:.:a;E: F_ca::. L-.;ce::.r CJ, S='~£-E::,", (7(7) ;:;,-::i~
AbSTRACT
GfC:~~rrc! ~tll fields a~d pD~eT ~l~~ts
rE~uiI~ operallonal and e~.erQency .t~os­
pheric venting. Venting activities are
~onitored for co~pliance with regulations
which li~it air poll~tant emissions and
Ar..t-i ent Ai r Qual i ty Standards IAJ.QS).
Continuous co~pliancf ~onitorino data
w~ich includ~s hydrogen sulfidE (H2S)
l~v~ls and ~,~teorological conditio~s is
only available months after being core-
~iled.
An aut one ted coreputeri2ed &yste~. called
O~~R is described in th~ following Which
checks data and allows users access to
real-ti~e and near real-time data reports.
~hE data can then be used for ~anaging
necessary venting or other real-ti~e data
- needs.
The OMAR syste~ hardware and software is
described and is in use at The Geysers and
at the Coso KGRA geother~al developments
in California. The system has been de-
signed to assist developers. engineers.
scientists, and the local air districts in
their goal of maintaining ambient air
Quality within Federa'.· State and Local
standards.
INTRODUCTION
In the spring of i987. Goddard 5 Coddard
Engineering (G&GE) proposed the project
termed OHAR which would develop an auto-
~ated co~puteri2ed .y.te~ to check real-
time data and ~ake available to user, Dear
real-time data reports. It Was proposed
that the OMAR project be managed by the
Lake County Air Quality Han.ge~ent Dis-
trict CLCAQMD) and tunded by the Califor-
nia Energy Commission's (CEC) Geothermal
grant progra~. A fcr~al contract was
signed by G'GE on May 23, 1988 to begin
work on ~he project.
A similar O~~R project was proposed to the
California Energy CCJr.pany. Inc. (CEeI) in
the spring of 1966 and final approval was
given in ~ovember 1989 for ~he syste~
desio~ and deploy~ent.
Th€ goal of the re~~arc~ a~c d€v€lc~~€Lt
~rcj€ct ,,;as tc. a-..to~att- "'~f; c! G:.r G'-Iality
ar.: rT.f.t~c.rc.J.c.;icc: (e:f;~c.~t:tnc! C:,~;.J.le::.Ct­
monitoring data wt.1C~' would tht-:'", bE: avail-
able for ~anaging necessary g€other~al
venting operations at ThE: Geysers and at
the Coso dev~lop~ent5. Partlcipating
parties included th~ LCAQY.~. CECI. Ctc.
tl"E: Northern Sonor.-.a County Air Pollution
Cc~tTol District (NSCAPCDI. end thE: Great
Basin Unified Air PollutioL Control Dis-
trict (GBUAPCD). Autolf,ated cor.puter
access has been or lS plaLLed 8t
LCAQY~, NSCAPCD, GEUAPCO and at the CECI
Coso Division headc; ... arters (Goddard. 19&9).
While industry bas carried the financial
costs of these necessary co~~liance
~onitoring progr.~s. the data has not been
available in real Dr near re.l-ti~e. Data
reports have only been available on a
quarterly basis after ~onths of data
auditing and passing thorough Quality
assurance standards (QAl. WLil£ Q~ proce-
dures are necessary. this has not allowed
real-tiIDe access to these data.
The O¥~R project has resulted in allowing
users access to the corr.pliance 1I',0r.i toring
data for use in ~anaging activities ~hich
include necessary venting. planning
operations and construction work and
specialized studies which require these
.sata.
OllAR SYSTEM DESIGr< 11110 OPERATIOl<
An organizational diagra~ of OY~R is shown
in Figure 1. Aeron.etric sensors including
wind speed. wind direction. air te~pera­
ture and humidity. precipitation and H2S
concentration are lIlonitored by Carr.pbell
Scientific Inc. (CSI) data loggers. The
[51 data loggers can record up to 5 aonths
of data unattendel:!. The [S1 data loggers
are progra~ed to collect 3 ~inute peaks.
Sig~a (standard deviation of wind direc-
tion). hourly averages and running totals
for precipitation.
The [51 data loggers are accessed via
Kloder,s through telephone lines and radio
telerr,etry. The loggers are programed to
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autorr,aticall)' 5end ar, out-of-rar,~f, alarr.
da t8 reports to UH' rer-,ote Ot"J..F. cc.r;::uter
if the 3 ~i~ute pea~ H2~ co~ce~tratio~
~xceed5 a decision threshcld criteria
(no~i~ally 20 ~~t,}. '"
Access to the e51 cala lO;gers is initiat-
ed frer tt,e rer.,cle Ot"J.F, cc:-p'o.lter at a
!.!".c:t ::.r,tE:-"·;:'~ (r.::-~r.al:;y 1 t.e:..::"} c: Lr.::-.
TecE::.pt of a~. Cl.:t-cf rar."f alert re;.-~rt
fro:- one CSI Il"c:-.itcrir.~ '~te or by 8 local
G~J.~ cC::;<.:le: Loser!.
O~hR Hardware and Software Description
Tt,€, n,ain eler.-.er.ls of the Ol".J..F. t.arc .... r£' and
&cft~are cc~PO~e~ts are ,~C~~ in Fl;~rE 2.
Ib~ 3b6 co:-patible CO~pLters w~ic~ operate
reliat.ly ir. ii true I'lI.:1ti-tasy.H.c JT.;;..dt: are
used for local and the re~ote co~puter6.
The remote co~puter is installed near
enouOh to the CSI aerometric ~onitoring
sites that efficieut and cost effective
frequent cor~.unication ca~ be obtained.
~~£ re~ote co~,puter is eQ~ipped with • CSI
clock-SIO and power-up board which t.urns
the eo~puter off .n~ the~ on again (cold
boots) i~ cases wh£re the Cottput~r hangs-
up or in cases where eomr..cnicetion links
become t.ied-up. This hardware/software
equipment is necessary where computers run
remotely to avoid ~anu.l restarts.
Each participating O~~R ~5er must hive a
dedicated local computer (or one with·-~ulti-t.skiDg Capabilities) Which is XBM
compatible. The local multi-tasking
function allows t.he user to ~se the co~­
puter for running their general purpose
programs While the OHAR programs operate
in the background.
The software Used for this purpose is
Quarter Deck "s Desqview (1). Desqview can
have as ~any as 9 progr.~s all running at
once depending on aemory size. Proconr.,(2)
is used by both t.he remote and local
co~puter5 to automatically ~eleco~uni­
cate. Two CSI progr.Ams 'lelcozr.() and
Split(3). are Use~ tininw. coordination
and data processing. Quatrol.l. a spread-
sheet prograr by 8orl.nd International. is
used for data graphical display. Several
programs Which check data and coordin.te
activities Where developeC! for OMAR. A
site-specific version of MADAM is used for
the air dispersion assess~ents (Goddard.
1988) •
Functions of the Remote OHAR Co~puter
The remote OMAR co~puter serves as a
remote node Nith co~~unication links ~o
each CSI data logger ~onitoring site an~
with a co~~unication link to the local
OMAR computer users. The functions of t.be
remote O~~~ co~ruter are shown in Figure
3.
The re~ot~ functions include receiving
out-ot-range alarr. reports fror the C51
ro~itorinc sites. ccr~ilinc out-o!-r~~~e
alarT. re~orts. arc~ivinc short terr.
(r,o::-ir,ally :1 )-,c:.:r l near real-tin,e dc.ta
:rt:~CTt~ a~,d ~rct.::. ... i~.C r:cr.)to:-ir.• Oii':,c ir.
report forrr. When data is fo~nd.to ~e
o'.lt-cf-rar.\;j:t- 8:-. a1ar; re;..crt 15 In'b..:.ate-
1)· 5t-:.t tc £-a;::-. 1c::c: O~:.J.;_ co;-,;:ute;-.
'I't,t: re::,ctt: OYJ..F cc,; :.:teT. UP0i: reee: ViT.;
aT. csJ 101;H~er alar, cata re;.crt, 8.;tOl':",ti-
cally i~itiates a p:-o~rar_ wlicl acct:~ses
ell t~£ O~~~ CSJ sites and p£rfcr~~ a~
out-ot-range data ch£ck. If the cheCk
f)nds d~ta out-ot-ranQe Ino~inal:1y 15 p~b
15 Ifinute aVEr ace ). t)-.t' rt:l",cte Ot'')'.f, co::,-
p~t£r a~to::atically sE~d~ a~ out-cf-ra~Q£
alam', report to the local OY.J..f'. corr,p\,;ll:rs.
The remote co~p~ter automatically polls
(calls) each C5J ~oni~orin; site each hour
(no~inallyl and downloads the last bour's
data fror. eact sit~. A~ out-or-range data
ch~ck i6 ~ade and the data is archived in
a short t£r~ rEport and in a long tern
data archiVE.
Once a day a 24-hour date su~ary is sent
to each local OM~R computer. These.sum-
.aries are used to assist in mainta1ning
quality assurance. increased data capture
rates and for general operational needs.
Upon receipt of a comroand from the lo~al
OMAR computer. the latest near r ••l-t~me
data report is sent to the local computer.
Lon; ter~ data archives are sent to the
local OHAR co~puter when reQuested.
Local OMAR Co~puter Functions
The local OMAR ~ulti-tasking co~puters can
be used to run general purpose programs a5
well as running O~~R programs in the
background. The OMAR functions are shown
in Figure.. Programs automatically
answer incoming calls from the re~ote OMAR
co~puter to receive data re~orts. alarm
reports (Which beep cn recelpt) and long
tent. archived data reports. On cOJflJ'l".~nd
programs display Durnerical.and.graph:cal
data reports and perfor~ alr dlspers10n
aSSeSllI'lents.
OHAR Air Dispersion Assessments
Each OHAR installation has been designed
to monitor conditions at and near recep-
tors of concern and at aites of ~!teoro­
logical interest. The system deslgn pro-
vides the necessary near real-time data
needed to run air dispersion assesS~ents
for emission sources of concern.
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Ridge top and/or ~ountain top stations are
osed to deter~inE the state of atn,ospheric
stability. tt-.E presencE- of narine air
i~tru5ion and/cT subsidE:~C€ cap~ing ter.-
~€ratuTE: lnv€rsio~s. A £t~tio~ O~ the
~~yacra! M~~~tal~ rid9~ at T~e Geystrs a~~
8 5tatlo~ on to~ of Suga~ Loaf ~cuntain 8t
Ceso aTE used fer t~lS ~~rpos€.
~h€~ a user rEq~e5ts ar, alr dlspErslc~
aSS€SS~Er.t frer tt.t: lecal Ot"..J.F. ccr;:',.lteT.
tt.~ 1:r5t c;€:atic~ t~at is pE:rfC~T€~ lS
thE rEtrieval cf the latest nEaT real-tine
data TEport fror: tt.e rer,ate Ol-'J..F. corr,putf:T.
The data is t~E:n prccess€~ to dE:ter~in£
the present ~E:tecrological conditions and
whEther good or poeT 8lr ~ispE:rsic~ ccnci~­
t),or.s exist.
The user enters the location of the nece~­
sary venting operations in U7H coordi-
nates, th~ elevation and the typ~ of
e~ission sourCE. ThE OMAf air dispersion
progra~ will then estin.ate the increnental
irl'lpact of t.he vent in; above arr.bient con-
centrations of H2S and the cu~ulative
impact base on the ~onitored ambient H2S
levels.
The user can run several venting scenarios
including decreases in existing venting
frorn bleeding or t.esting wells, or ot.her
err.ission sources. While users must obtain
local air district per~ission t.o surpass
venting emission li~its, they can use O~~
.8S a ~anagernent t.ool in demonstrating that
~enting will not result in substantial
increased H2S levels.
OHAR will assist in avoiding poor air
dispersion i~pacts when en,ergency venting
break-downs occur. Users can i~~ediately
deternine what the .~bient levels of H2S
are and reduce venting of ~anageable
emissions so that i~pa~ts are maintained
well below AAQS.
SUM~~RY AND CONCLUS10NS
The OHAR system alloWS access in real-ti~e
to compliance ~onitoring d.ta for use in
~.king ~anagernent decisions concerning
necessary geotherroal venting operations.
The real or near real-ti~e data is coupled
~o sit.e specific co~plex terrain air
dispersion models to yield i~pact assess-
~ents. The venting irepact assessments
allow various venting scenarios ~o be
evaluated using actual near re.l-~i~e air
quality and ~eteorological data.
Decreased .~~ient air Quality throughout
the world especially near urban centers
has led to agencies increasing the puni-
tive penalties for exceeding emission
li~its and/or exceeding AAOS. The Cali-
fornia Clean Air Act ~andates three year
attainment (no exceed of an AAQS) before
conferring attainment status. ~on-attain-
D,e~t areas ~ust provide air Quality in,pact
offsets which ~ay not b~ aVailaL~e a~d are
always expensiv~.
Geothpr~,al enercy has prove~ itself tc t~
e;-_v:rc;-.~E-Lta1 ccrpatitlE-. 'Tt,E- QE-o:t,trrc.~
lndustry in CaliforLia has proven its
a~ility tc operat~ corpetit:vely wjtti~
tt.E- f.tr;,.r,~E-:-.t E:~ CJ.-J..:; c~ ,: U\;/r:::: (C"C~
pprt.l ar.d Ol-'•.H-, er.t,ances U.::.s ablll ty.
f.EFEF.El,':ES
Goddard. ~.~. end C.B. Goccard, Oct 19£5
Use of ~equired Air Co~;liance ~~ni­
toring for Manage~ent of Necessary
Venti~c - a Proj~ct l~itiat~~ at 7~e
G~ys~rs - A~~1ications a~d DEVt1D~­
~ent cf Op~ration~l ~~naQE~~~t ,t Air
Resources (OHAR), Ceother~al Re-
sources Council. T~SACTIONS Vol 13
Davis. CA
Co~darc. W.B. and C.B. Goddard. Oct 19Si
Micro~eteorologicalAir Dispersion
Assessn,ent Mett,odolo:-y (t'.ADJ..Y.l, A
Geothermal Air Quality Inpact Assess-
~ent 7oolbox Available As Shareware.
GEothermal Resources Council. TkANS-
ACTIONS. Vol. 11. Davis, CA
!:ote:
(1) Desqview is a product of Quarter Deck
Office Systems. Santa "onica. CA
(2) Procomn. is • product of Datastor~
7echnologies. Colunbia. MO
()) 7elcom and Split are products of
Ca~pbell Scientific, Logan UT
(4) Ollatro is • product of Borland Inter-
national, Scotts Valley. CA
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FIGURE 1: OHAR ORGANIZATION AND USERS
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FICURE 2: OHAR HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
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COl,~PUTEfi FU~CTIOI,S
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R.;t~~ USEF. PhD~~J..!,'S IN FOEE~F~:.H'J J..!'':J
01,'''':''1; pnOG~.;"I,'S It, b:":,.c.~.:JJr.~
\
6E£PS J,.....:'J P:;'STS R£.CE.;P1 OF
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r;:::========'
(I SENDS OUl.Qf-RANGE AlAR'" DAU REPORTS )
AND DAlLY DATA SUMMAAY REPORTS I
" )
6ENDS ON REQUEST NEAR RfAl.·TIME DATA
\
ON USER REOUESl
RECEIVES ARCH:I'fD DAU REPOP.TS
RECEIVES NEAR REAL·Tun DUA REPORTS I
RUNS NEAR RfAl.·TIME AlR DISPERSIOt;
ASSESSMENTS ON EMISSIONS Of INTEREST I
I
)
FICURE 3: REMOTE OHAR COMPUTER FUNCTIONS
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FIGURE.: LOCAL MULTI-TASKING O~~R
COMPUTER FU!~C710t.S
